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ABSTRACT
The objective of the present work consists of analyzing the
performance of a Strapdown Full Accelerometer Inert1al Measurement
Unit and barometric altimeter aided by GPS data. The inertial
measurement unit utilizes no gyro5copes; instead, both tran51atlon
and rotation information is de~ived from a complement of 12
accelerometers located at different points on ttle vehicle. The
extended Kalman filter is u5ed to incorporate the aiding
Informatloll into the navigation computation. The flight path,
guidance law and dynamical behavior will be conslder:ed fOI: one
par t 1cu 1ar veh i c 1 e so as to es tab 11 sh a compar 1son between the
desired and the actual flight path.
The518 Superv180r: Dr. W. E. Vander Velde
T1tle: P[Ofe550~ of Aeronautlc3 and Aatronautlc5
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BackgEound and Motivation
The idea of Inertial Navigation is always associated with the
technique of determining the attitude, position and velocity of a
vehicle by means of an inertial measurement unit 1n possible
conjunction with any sort of external aiding.
When we think of an Inertial Measurement Unit 1n classical
terms, ou~ first approach consists of integrating a set of three
accelerometers and three gyroscopes into a single unit. The
accelerometers span the three or two dimensional space 1n which the
navigation is carried out and the gyroscopes are devised to perform
the attitude computation.
Figure 1: Six
Accel.I.M"U
The idea of doing inertial navigation solely by means of
accelerometers Is not a new one. Prof. Wrigley, Hollister and
Denhard, in their book Gyroscope Theory, Design, and
Ins t r u me n tat 10 n (1) , me n t ion t hIs po S sib iIi t Y. Fig ureI i 5 a
reproduction of a figure from that reference. It glve5 a complement
of 6 accele~ometer5 from which one can derive linear and angular
accelerations. It 1s not expected that navigation based on
accelerometer Infolmatlon only can be as accurate aB that u81ng
gyroscopes and accelerometers, but with the high quality of
6
external aid 1ng 1nformat ion now available f such a 3YS tern may
provide ac<:uracy suitable for many pl.trposes. If so, this
configuration would have advantages over gyroscope syatem5 1n size,
weight, power, and most importantly, C05t.
The purpose of this work 1s to evaluate the performance
achievable with an aided full accelerometer inertial navigation
system. The configuration of Figure 1 1s shown to be unstable
without external aiding. An augmented version, with 12
accelerometers, 15 presented, which 15 at least neutrally stable
without aiding.
1.2 Contribution of the Thesis
The aim of this work is to demonstrate the follvwing facts:
a) It is possible to develop a full accelerometer inertial
measu~ement unit in such a way that angular and linear
accelerations can be obtalne,1 as linear combInations of the
accelerometer outputs;
b) This system 13 shown to be at least neutrally stable and;
c) Whetl receiving high quality external aldl.1q through an
Extended Kalman Filter durIng lnitialization and during flIght it
13 teaslble to use such a system to perform nav1gation 1n 3hort
range missions.
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Chapter 2
SYSTEM MECHANIZATION
2.1 The Hypothetical Vehicle
..
233-·&.918Z.,
Figure 2 The Hypothetical Vehicle
For this work I will consider two different arrangements. The
first one consists of a vehicle in which a six acceler:orneter
inertial measurement unit is assembled in a structure whose maximum
dimension is one meter. III the second lay-out there are twelve
accelerometers distributed along the vehicle structure.
In both lay-out5 the vehicle 15 a55umed to be a rigid body, In
which no flutter or any kind of structural vibration occur3.
2.2 De5c~iption of the Sen50~B
For the purpose of this work it 1s assumed that the
accelerorneters are all of the same kind with tile following
stochastic characteristics:
Mean SquaIed Output noise: (10 ~9)a
BIas Standard Deviation: 35~g
Effects such as scale factors, tempe~ature sensitivity and
m15allgnment during assembly were not taken into account.
In both con£lgu~atlon8 that will be analyzed, the six or the
8
twelve accelerometer I.M.U., the vertical channel 15 alwayB
stabilized by means of a baro-altimeter. The stochastic model for
this instrument Is assumed to be a blas plu3 white noise as
follows:
White Noise Intensity: 2*10-11m~B
Blas Standard Deviation: 0.2 m.
In order to simplify the 5imulation, the effects of
temperature, altitude, speed and weather correlation pattern were
not taken into consideration.
2.3 The Full Accele~ometer I.M.U. Layout
2.3.1 The Six Acceleromete~ I.".U.
The lay-out of the six accelerometer I.M.U. 15 basically the
same as presented in Figure 1. In this case the dlstaJ1ce nd" was
assumed to be 25 centimeters. I assume that there 1s no input axis
misalignment in this lay-out 50 as to simplify the problem. The
frame wt11ch carries tile set of 51x accelerometer5 18 located 1n ttie
center of gravity of the vehicle de5c~lbed in FIgure 2, section
2 . 1 .
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2.3.2 The Twelve Accele~olBete~ I.".tJ.
..
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Figure 3: Twelve Accel. I.H.U. Lay-Out
In thls case there 1s no inertial measurement unit 1n ttle
sense that all instruments are grouped into a cluster. Instead of
that the set of twelve acceler:ometers are distributed throllgh tile
structure of the vehicle.
This 15 the reason for assuming that the vehicle 15 a rigid
body, because under real circumstances all. structural vibratJng
modes, distortions due to accele~ation8 and flutter Bhould have
been taken into account.
Although this conflgu~atlon may not seem to be a practical
1mp 1emen ta t 1on, 1t 15 ver y use f u 1 1n order to demor\s tr a te that one
Is allowed to vary the numbeL and location of the accelerometers
provided that their input axes are properly arranged in 5pace.
In Figure 3 the accelerometers are numbered from 1 to 12 and
one can see the relative position that they occupy in the vehIcle
structure.The distances (d 1 ) from each accele~ometer to the origin
of the vehicle frame 1s as follows:
d 1 =d z =1.2 m. d~ ;3.6m. d 7 =d a = O.6m. rt~o ~O.43m.
d~=d .. ;;:O,55m. dti =O.48m. d. ~3.55m. dl,,l. .::dl.~ =J.25an.
The nature of the problem 13 not affected 1f theB~ d18tances
dre changed in older to conform to the vehicle structure. The most
important ctlaracter13tlc of th15 arIangement if' tile orl,entation of
the accelerometer input axes,
10
c.\nd velocity
and noise
2.4 Extezhal Aiding to the System
In terms of external aiding three sources of information are
considered. The flr5t one 15 the baro-altimeter which 15
incorporated into the system 1n order to stabilize the vert1cal
channel. The second source of info~mation is assumed to be the
Global Positioning System (GPS).
The following reasons led to the choice of the GPS satellite
navigation system as an a1dlng system 1n order to set up the
Extended Kalman Filter:
available allover the world;
provides three-dimensional position
information with very well known accuracy
characteristics;
this system Is designed to be robust against jamming;
low cost user equipment available;
AccordIng to Reference (2), the GPS measurements were assu,oed
to have the following characteristics:
Accuracy
Position 3D ~ 30m SEP 50
Velocity ~ .1m/sec. SEP 50,
where SEP stands for spherical error probabilIty, in this case 50%.
Based on that all simulations were run usIng a position
standald deviation of 15m. and a velocity 3tandard dev1atlon of
O.lm/see. becau5e these represent typical stochastic
characteristics of a vaat number of receivers.
The information from the GPS receiver 1s presented directly to
the Kalman Filter. The GPS receiver itself is not modelled In this
work.
The third external aIding source 18 assumed to be a hIgh
quality inertial measurement unit that should be available at or on
the launching platform of the vehicle. The launching platform
inertial measurement unit should be able to determine not only the
position and velocity of the vehicle but also to compute and
transfer the vehicle attitude for initialization purposes.
11
It will alBo be assumed that the IecelveI presents loss of
phase for accelerations g~eater than 3.5g and 10s5 of code for
accelerations greater than 109. The maximum 3peed in which the
receiver operates properly Is 1000 Km/h.
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Chapter 3
SYSTEM OPERATION
3.1 Coordinate Reference Frames
)(
Figure 4: Direct three-
orthogonal axes reference
Frame
In this work the direct triad (three orthogonal axe5)
reference frame Is used. In this kInd of reference frame the
vectorial or cross product of the unitary vector along the X axis
times the un1tary vector along the Y axis 15 equal to the unitary
vector along the Z ax15. With the Y axis taken to the left of the
X axis, the Z axis points upward5 In5tead of downward5 aB In the
conventional case. This can be seen in Figure 4 above.
3.1.1 Vehicle RefeEence Fxame
This frame Is a set of orthogonal axes fixed 1n the rigid
vehicle body as described In section 3.1. The orig1n of the body
axes 15 in the center of gravity and its directions are the
p~lnclpal axes of inertia as shown in Flgu~e 5. The sign
conventions are:
Xb - positive forwara
Yb - positive port (to the left)
Zb - positive up
13
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Figure 5:Vehicle Reference Fram~
In the Figure 5, p, q, I represent the roll rate, the pitch rate
and the yaw rate respectively. Those rates will be :~ferred to as
w'x ,W'y ,Wi. and the corresponding Euler Angles ~, e and' will be
denoted simply by 8 xI 8 y and 8 •.
3.1.2 Ine~tial Refe~ence F£ame
For the purpose of this sinlulation the Inertial Reference
Frame and the Navlgat 1on Frame are the same and the Flat Earth
Model Is assumed. Therefore the position is expressed in terms of
X, Y, and Z as being the longitudinal, lateral and vertical
motion.
lie
_.
Figure 6:Ine~tial Reference
Frame
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3.2 CoordInate Frame RelationshIp
z·zIt 1
Figure 7:Transformation
Matrix Yaw angle 9
As the vehicle has six degrees of freedom in space, it 1s
necessa:r y to der i ve a t I: ans format Ion IRatr 1x for the pur pas e 0 f
transforming any vector from the vehicle reference frame into the
inertial :reference frame which, In thIs case, 15 the navigatIon
frame also. Th15 goal can be achieved by using intermediate frames.
At first I cOllsider the yaw angle' and a first Interrriedlate
frame (1) and the relationship between frames Is:
fost -sin. ~int costo 0 "'r,rcfxx1 ( 1 )
Now the pitch angle ceptesents the motion between the first and the
second refe~ence frames as shown in Figure 8.
15
Figure 8:Transfo~mation
Matrix - Pitch Angle e
The transformation from the second to the first refe:rence
frame will be (2):
(2)
The last transformation 1s from the body frame into the second
reference frame:
Figure 9:Transformation Matrix
Roll angle ~
This last transformation Is given by (3):
16
! co~. -8~j~ slot costl (3)
Now I am able to compute the transformation mat~lx Cbn from
the body (vehicle) frame into the navigation frame by multiplying
these three transformation matrices:
c:,,~"c:c:·
~tC088 co.~.in8aint-.lntcoatco.t.lnIc08t+.in~.~ (4)• intcosO sintsin8Bint+co8t'cost sintsin8cost-costsln-sinO coa8sint cos8cost
3.3 Tran5fo~matlonHatrlx Alqo~lthms
According to ref.(3), the function of the attitude reference
system Is to indicate the relationship between two coordl11ate
systems and to display some parameters which communicate that
transformation to an observer, or to transform some vector from one
coordinate frame to another.
The matrix Cb " (Eq. 4) 15 the first approach to thi5 p~oblem
and it Is called the Direction Cosine Matrix.
3.3.1 Direction Cosine Hat~lx
The coordinate transformation matrix 1s defined to be the
matrix which t~an5fo~m5 the components of a vector from one
coordinate frame to another. In the present case the goal 15 to
transform angular and linear acceleration from the vehIcle
reference frame into the navlgatlol"'l reference frame. Thls
transformation can be understood as:
where v 1s any given vector. Vb 1s this vector expressed
body (vehicle) cooI'dlnates and v" Is the same vector
navigation (1n this case also inertial) reference frame.
17
(5)
in the
in the
Cx. C., C
c; c}'Jr Cyy C
aK Cq C.
The name direction cosine matrix comes from the fact that:
whexe CI.=,=cos9J.::t 15 the projection that a un1t vector along the jet'
axis of the body frame ha5 on the l~h axis of the navigation frame.
This can be seen 1n Flgu~e 10.
Figure 10: Direction Cosine
Therefore each element of this matrix 15 the cosine of the angle
between two coordinate directions. This matrix 1s also orthogonal,
which means that:
(1)
The derivative of equation (5) can be expressed as follows:
(8)
The derivatives of the vectors as they appear in equation (8)
can be understood as being the rate of change of these vectoI:s
observed from the same coordinatization frame:
18
(9)
If the navigation frame were not inertial, the angular rates
could be Ieferred to a third ( and inertial) reference flame by
using the Law of Carlalls:
(10)
Simplifying the notation,
(11)
and substituting.n In (11) implies that,
and cancelling out equal terms at the left and right sides of (12)
leads to,
(13)
where the bracketed terms are an operator that can be defined as
o -6». 6)1'
[fdxl Q). 0 -0)
-CI)~ 6).., 0
(14)
This 1s a differential equation which carl be integrated given
the input angular velocities W:t. 1i and WXN N • In this case the
navigation frame 15 also the inertial frame, so that I ~ N --W:EN -r
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WNN=O and the dlffe~entlal equation (12) turns out to be,
3.3.2 Eule:r: Angles
(15)
In ordeI to compute the attitude from the Euler's Angles it is
necessary to calculate the angular velocity of the vehicle with
respect to the navigation frame. From section 3.2 the angular
velocity WN8(B» can be expressed as follows:
(16)
This can be written as,
i 0 -Sin8~fI)~ cost COSeSi-siot cos8cos (11)
The differential equation comes from equation (17) by taking
the inverse of the matrix as can be seen below,
sinttan8 cos4-
COS. -slot
sint cosS0081 cos
Note that there is a singularity at e=~90 deg.
WHB B can be computed as follows,
(18)
(19)
but 1n this case the navigation frame is also the inertial frame so
that WNB B =WX8 a and WXNN=O.
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3.3.3 Rotation Vector
Figure 11:
Rotation Vector
y
N
Another way of computing attitude consists of determining the
rotation vector. There Is a single axis rotation which carries the
navigatIon frame (N) into coincidence with the vehicle frame (8).
One interesting property Is that the rotation vector
coordinates are the same In both initial and final reference
frames. The magn! tude of the rotat Ion vector 15 equal to the
rotation expressed In radians and ita direction 15 given by the
right hand rule.
In the Flgu~e 11 it 15 possible to see that the final vecto~
in the B (vehicle) frame can be decomposed into one part along the
rotation vector and another perpendicular to it. The part along the
rotation vector is denoted by ~ and 13 given by,
(20)
The component perpendicular to the rotation vector is denoted
by b and is found to be,
21
(21)
In order to determine the initIal vector VH it 13 necessary to
find out the components ~ and ~ 1n Figure 11. The component q 1s
perpendicular to 51. and .b. and its magnitude Is 1~lsln • The
compone'I'..: £ 1s collinear to b. and its magnitude 1s 1~lcos • The
magnitude of ~ 15 the same as that of.t!. and the following
~elation5hlps hold:
Ilfx.l=tv IsinO
Ilr- :'''1~11VISin8
.~
(22)
The relat ionshlp between v" and v D Is then expressed as
follows,
and knowing that,
(24)
the transformation matrix can be expressed as,
(25)
Once 1t 15 known tha t the r otat lon vector 1s 1nvar 1an t under
coord 1nate trans format lon between Band N, the fa 11 owl rlg equa 1 i ty
can be differentiated,
(26)
After 50me algebraic work th15 will lead to the following
differentIal equatIon,
22
(21)
where,
(28)
In this case ~Ba 1s equal to WZ • B and A(~) 15 well defined as
the angle ~ ~ 0 as follows,
Lillk--oA(.)'"~(1+£)
--. 13 60
(29)
3.3.4 Qoaternlon or Cayley-Klein Method
All the previously discussed methods present singularities at
~ = ,n2R for the rotation vector or Et= ,nR/2 for the Euler angles.
One way to avoid these singularities without integrating the full
direction cosine matrix 15 to utilize the auaternlon Method.
The quaternlon method 15 a four parameter representation of
the relationship between coordinate frames and can be represented
as follows,
(30)
(31)
where the four parameters a, b , c, d are real numbers. The la5t
three numbers can be collected in a three dImensional vector where
a and pare defined below as,
23
(32)
where ~ 15 the rotation vectoI.
As this Is a four pa~amete~ representat10n for a three deg~ee
of freedom rotation, there must be a con5t~aint among these
pa~ameters which 1s given by,
(3])
From the J:otatlon vector theory it Is possible to derive the
following differential equation for the quaternlon,
.t=-.!;sr61
2
is'= ~(a6i-61)(;J)=
=i<a6J+;h(6J)
The transformation matrix can be formed as,
(34)
(35)
or it can be expressed 1n the vectorial form,
VN=vB+2apxi)B+2Px(PxvB)
24
(36)
The differential equation (34) can be a150 wlitten in term3 of the
quaternlon components as follows,
et=-j(bfa).x-+C6»y+dfI).)
f,-.!(a6) +CfI) -dfall
3 1& • Y1
()= ~ (B6)y-l:J6).+d6).x-)
d= '!(at» +btu - ell) \
3 • Y ICJ
(37)
If the tran5formation matrix 1s expressed in term3 of the
quaternlon elements the equality below holds,
c:
.a+ba-c3 -da
2(ad+bq
2(db-aC)
2(bo-aG)
a 2 -b2 +c2 -d2
2(ao+~
3(cd-ab)
a 2 -b2 -cJ +dJ
(38)
In order to determine the attitude of the vehicle according to
the usual conventions, 1ts Is necessary to define the Elevation
(E), the Bank angle (B) and the Heading (H) as being the negative
of the Euler angles a, 4»and • due to the fact that the axis z was
defined upwards in both body and reference frames. The Euler's
angles can be recovered according to,
(39)
Note that ~ changes quadrant when a2-b2-c~td~ ~ 0 and • does the
same when a 2 tb 2 -c 2 -d 2 -.c O. To calculate cos(8), the following
relation holds,
C08e=~
25
(40)
3.4 Accelerometer sIgnal processloq
The navigation algo~lthm 15 designed to pe~fo~m the navigation
based on the outputs of the accelerometers and that of the baro-
altimeter used In order to stabilize the vertIcal channel.
The first step to achieve this goal consists of a proper
ar~angement of the accelerometers in space and the cor~ect
processing of their information.
3.4.1 General Dynaalc6
z
Figure 12: Rigid body
In the Figure 12 1s shown a rigid body 5ubjected to a linear
acceleration f EI an angular velocity wand an angular acceleration
w'. The objective here is to determine the acceleration at polnt P.
The equation above can be expanded as follows,
(41)
o -(a)~
_ ... -"'~_.-T1I 6)~ 0
-.' 0)'y • o
o -6). 6)y
6). 0 -Q)
-flay 6). 0
26
o -fl).
I). 0
-(I), 6).
(42)
and after multiplying the mdtIlce3 this expres310n 18 reduced to,
How it 15 possible to apply the equation above to determine the
acceleration as measured by each accelerometer in two different
lay-outs. In the next sections it will be considered the six and
the twelve accelerometer lay-outs.
27
3.4.2 The Six Accele~o.ete~ I.".U.
Figure ll:The 6 Accel.I.M.U
The Figure above represents the six accele~ometer lay-out.
Consider the acceleration as measured from the accelerometer
number 1. This accelerometer has its input axis pointing along the
positive y axis and its position corresponds to r=rx=d.
Consequently only the component a y from equation (43) 15 measured,
If this reasoll1ng 1s applied to all six accelerometers, then
it is possible to derive the following set of equations
representing the output of each one of the six accelerometer5,
tJ ·f -tdoJl tdcd I.'1 Y • .:-y
a2=fy-~~-c6»~y
asllZ.f.+~~+dfa)y6).
a~=r.-dM~-~tu•
• :;·.f +dM~+~....
al-t' -dlt~-• ..,6).
(44)
From the above set of equations (44) one 15 able to obtain the
expressions for the angular accelerations Wx', Wy ' and W.' ,
28
(45)
and for the linear accelerations as follows,
(46)
The equation (45) exhibits an unstable behavior. For example,
1 f W. aS3Ulne5 a constant negat 1ve va llle I then the fIrs t two
equations for WK' and Wy ' become unstable. The consequence of this
fact Is that the set of nonlinear differential equations (45),
which Is re5pon51ble for the attitude determination, 15 highly
unstable in open loop conditIons. For small values of Wand usIng
external aidIng, th15 aystem can be stabillzed by an extended
Kalman ~llte~ as will be 5een later in th15 work.
3.4.3 The Twelve Accelero.eter I.M.U.
The way to avoid the quadratic terms in the right hand side of
the differential equation set (45) wa5 presented by Prof. Wallace
Earl Vander Velde ana consIsts of adding 31x more accelelometer6
to the inertial mea5urement unit. Th13 makes the realization of a
marginally stable system possible as will be seen below.
29
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Figure 14:Twelve Accel.I.H.U,
-
x
The figure numbe:r 3 1s repeated above fo:r convenience.The
position of each accelerometer is assumed to be:
dl=d2=1.2 m.
d3=d4=.55 m
d5=3.6 m.
d6=.48m
d7=d8=.6 m.
d9=3.55 m.
dlO=.43m.
dll=d12=1.25m.
Using equation (43) it is possible to obtain from the above
lay-out the expression for each of the accelerometer measurements
as shown below,
a • r -A O)/.,.A fa) 6'1 z ~ • ~ ~y
a3=~Il+~6)~-~6)"y
as-t'Il+~6)~+ds6)"'.
a4=~Il-d46)~-d4Q)"'.
a.=:r,.+da6l~+daCi),.6),.
.....ty-"'Q)~-deQ)...y
4, G f y -d,6)~"'d,Q)P.
a.=t'y+de6)~-da6)yal.
a,=t'.-daQ)~+daQ)"'.
al0=:f.+~o6)~-~oQ)"'.
a:a.s.=t'.+~~Ci»~+da.a.6)".6).
ala=.t'.-~20)~-dla.y.t•
(47)
combining the equations for a1,a~,a~ and d4 1n (47) leads to,
30
(48)
The second set of four equations in (47) gives,
and from the third set of four equations in (47) comes,
Combining the equations for a71 as, a1~ and al.a In (47) an
expression fo~ Wx' can be obtained,
(51)
From the equations for a;l, a .. , aa and a1Q we obtai!) two
expressions for Wy ',
(52)
The equations will be weighted by the product of the accelerometer
positions 1n orde~ to emphasize the pair which has the larger arm,
which contributes to a better angular acceleration resolution when
the system 15 not being externally aided. In th15 case, the pair of
accelerometer8 a .. and ali has the larger arm as can be Been from the
lay-out in Figure (12).
The same procedure Is applied to the equations for a1, a3, aD
and as resultl.-,g in,
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(5])
and the criterion for weighting was the same of that for equation
( 52 ) .
The next step consists of eliminating f x and f. from equation
(52) and f x and f r from equation ( 53). At that very point the
weighting criterion will prove to be useful. In fact there a~e two
expressions for Wy ' and W.' and the weighting 1s used to reflect
the fact that the accelerometer pair with larger aIm will be the
most reliable to determine the angular acceleration. This ceasonlng
leads to the following expression for Wy '
and the following one for W.'.
(55)
The most important conclu51on 13 that the set of equations
(48), (49), (50), (51), (54) and (55) give tile linear and angular
accelerations of the origin of the vehicle reference frame as
linear combinations of the accelerometer outputs. There are no ~
, -.,. or ... teI'ms, as ar e necessar y wi th the a 1x acce 1eromet er:
configuratIons, which can represent unstable feedback effects.
The linear characteri5tlc of this system makes it Buitable to
receive external aiding through an Extended Kalman Filter with good
performance in terms of estimation. This technique a180 leads to a
marginally stable system which can be used fot shott times in the
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open-loop condition, l.e., in the event of external aiding failure
or jamming.
The above mentioned ideas will be discussed in detail 1n the
next sections.
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3.5 The Havlqatlon Algorltha
Here it will be illustrated how a navigation algorithm can be
applied to a twelve accelerometer inertial measurement unit as
described 1n the previous section (3.4.3),
The bas Ie idea of a navlgat Ion algor 1thm cons lsts of two
coupled problems. The first one 1s the updating of the attitude by
integrating the angular acceleration, the quaternlon dynamics and
constructing the transformation matrix Cb ". The Cb " mat~ix in its
turn 1s used to transform the linear acceleration from the body
(vehicle) reference frame into the navigatIon reference frame.
From the previous sectIon it 15 known that the angular and the
linear accelerations turn out to be linear combinations of the
accelero~eter outputs. In this way it is possible to construct from
the coefficients of equations (48), (49), (50), (51), (54) and (55)
one matrix which will be called the "C" matrix so that,
r'-_ •••
,1 ~,2
,1
'i,1
'i,1
(56)
This matrix C basically 15 the one whIch p~oce85es the
accelerometer outputs into the information that will be used by the
nav 1gat ion softwaz: e . As can be seen fr om equat lon ( 56 ) , the
accelerometer outputs are converted into a vector in which the
first three elements a~e the specific force components and the last
three elements are the angular acceleration component3 (<<~)
coo~d1natized 1n the vehicle reference flame.
The Figure below illustrates the baslc structure of the
navigation algo~lthm.
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3.5.1
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Figure 15:Navlgation Algorithm
Attitude Co~utatlon
The attitude computation consists of integrating the angular
acceleration and the quaternion dynamics 50 that it 15 possIble to
obtain the vehicle attitude by calculation of the Euler angles and
to compute the transformation matrix Cb". Once the Cb" matrIx 15
calculated, the linear acceleration vector can be expre3sed in the
navigation refe~ence frame. To deal with thi5 part the following
differential equations are integrated,
,=-.!,hI.\ +ct) +c:f6) )2~· y •
· 1b=-(8f1) +C6) -dfI) )
2 lC • Yo
_1iJ---(afl) -Lw +dfI) )
2 y • •
d-'!(a• ...-w -c. )3 • Y It
(57)
The right hand Bides of the three la5t equatlon5 (~Nb'«Vb, and
~.b) correspond to the last elements of the p~oces5ed acceleromete~
output vector from equation (56).
After one step of integration the transfo~matlon matrix Cb "
can be updated from the quaternlon as already shown,
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cf
aJ+bJ-cJ-da
2(.d+bq
2(db-aC)
2(bc-ad)
a 2 -b2 +o2 -d2
2(ab+~
2(ac+bd)
2(cd-ab)
"a-ba-ca+da
(58)
and the Euler an91es can be also immediately obtained a5,
8=8in-~ac-bd}] .=8in-1~=~] .=8in-1~:~~]
[B B 1Jj1".. -.!ILl. t)1" (59)
where E, B, H corre8pond to Elevation, Bank angle and Heading In
DegJ:ees.
3.5.2 Position Co~utatlon
The position computation 1n a strapdown inertial navigation
system requIres the stab1lizatlon of the vertical channel. ThIs
stabilization is necessary because unaided inertial navigation 1s
unstable in the vertical dl~ection. The instability axises from the
effect of position erro~s on the calculated value of gravity. The
resulting e~ror 1n gravIty causes an acceleration error in the same
direction a5 the position error.
To stabilize the vertical channel us1ng meaau~ement5 f~om a
barometrIc altimeter, the followIng equation 13 integrated,
(60)
The above equation (60) accomplish th~ee steps. At the right hand
side of the equation, the first texm transforma the measuJ:ed
specific force vector l~ from vehicle coordinates into navigation
coordinates by multiplying 1t by the tran3formatlon matrix Cb". The
second term at the rIght hand side subtracts out the eat Imated
gravity acceleration. There are numerous models (stochastic and
deterministic) to estimate g., but In this work for simplicity it
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will be a con8tant value equal to 9.80665 m/5~. The third term at
the right hand side introduces a feedback compensation where the
e~zor signal 15 the dlffe~ence between the calculated altItude Z"
and the measured barometr Ie al t 1tude. The fourth term 13 the
auxiliary variable h.ux , which has the following dynamics,
(61)
and its objective 1s to eliminate the steady state error which 1s
the difference between the indicated altitude Zn and the barometric
altimeter measu~ement hb.
From this point on the last step 15 just the Integ~atlon of
the velocities to obtain tile position of the vehicle, which 1s
carried out by the following equation,
(62)
Accord 1ng to re ference ( 4 ) , the pr oblem now consi5 ts 0 f
adjusting the gains k 1 , kz, and k~ in order to make the system
track the baro-altimeter according to a given specification. In
this work it Is desired that all modes decay with a time con5tant
of 50 seconds, 50 that the vertical channel mU3t be expre5sed In
terms of its own differential equation as follows,
-1 -
o
o -
-1
o -
o
(63)
In th18 5ub8y3tem the 6tate varlable5 are v. n, h.uw and Z" and the
inputs are f. n , 9. and h u where f." 18 the specific vertical force
measurement 1n the navigation frame, g. is the estimated gravity
and h b 15 the mea5u~ed barometric-altimeter output.
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The characteristic equation of this 5y5tem 13,
(64)
The inertial navigation system take6 care of the high frequency
information 1n terms of altitude while the baro-altimeter has a
slower response. For this reason all modes will be set to have a
time constant of 50 seconds, which was considered to be
satisfactory for thi5 application. In this way all eigenvalues will
be placed at -0.02 and the cha~acteIIBtlc equation should be as
follows,
(65)
I f the coef f ic1ents are equated 1n equat 10ns (64) and (65), the
values of the gains at:e found to be:k1,=6xlO- z , k2=1.2xlO- 3 and
k;3=8xlO- cs •
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CHAPTER 4
THB BXTBRDBD KALMAR FILTER
4.1 Introduction
Every lner:tial navigation unit has noisy sensors, in the
present case, noisy accelerometers.
The baro-al t Imeter 15 another 50UJ:ce of error and 1t 15
directly coupled to the inertial system to provide vertical channel
stabilization as was shown in the previous chapter. The noise
corrupts the measurements which Is not desirable for navigation
purposes.
This full accelerometer inertial navigation system Is
nonlinear because the quaternion dynamics have quadratic terms of
the type (qs. X W=,) as can be seen on the :r 19ht hand s ide of
equat 1011 (57). There 15 another nonlinear operat lon when the
transformation matrix Cb " multiplies the specific force
measurement. The six acceleromete~ inert1al measurement unit has
non-llnearltles in the angular acceleration mea5urement as can be
seen in equation (45), but here the work will be specialized to the
twelve accelerometer case.
In order to implement a practical sY5tem using this type of
inertial measurements, it is necessary to introduce external aiding
information and estimate all the states In 5uch a way that the
error covariance matrix 15 minimized. An extended Kalman filter is
u5ed for this purpose. According to Peter S. Haybeck [5], "the
basic idea 0 f the extended Ka lman f 11 ter: 15 to re 11 near i ze the
system about each estimate ~(tA~) once it has been computed. As
soon as a new state estimate is made, a new and better reference
state trajectory 15 incorporated into the estimation p~oce55. In
this manner, one enhances the validity of the Cl8Bumptloil ttlat
deviations from the reference (nominal) t~ajecto~y are small enough
to allow linear perturbation techniques to be employed with
adequate results".
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Figure 16:E.K.F. Navigator
Figure 16 shows the interaction among the many parts of the
system. The Extended Kalman Filter 15 the central part. The
inertial measurement unit sends the outputs of the accelerometers
to a processing block called "C-Matrlx" which produces a vector of
angular and linear acceleration expressed in body coordinates.
This input vector Is sent to the Kalman filter. The baro-altlmete~
also sends its information to the Kalman Filter.
In this design the navigation Is done by the Kalman filter. In
practical implementations, this kind of design leads to an
extremely low bandwidth because each computation cycle would take
at least one second to be done. Consequently th15 bandwidth would
not allow this Info~mation to be used in the guidance and attitude
control of the vehicle, due to the high frequency modes of the
vehicle dynamics. The second constraint would be the reliability of
the de:3 19 n . 1fther e 15 any fa 11 u [ e i n the Kalma n f 11t e r , the
navigatIon information would be completely lost. In a pract1cal
implementation, the Kalman filter would be used to estimate the
error in the inertial navigation Info~matlon rather than the full
navigation state.
Al tho ugh t hIs 1s not the be 5 t c h ole e 1n t e [ niB 0 f reI 1a b ill t Y
in a practical design, it makes complete simulation a feasible task
on a personal computer. The Kalman f 11 tel doe5 the nay 19at Ion
because it generates ttle full state estimate, instead of the error
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e5tlmate.
The external measurement 1s given by an external high accuxacy
inertial navigation system during the initialization phase. It is
assumed ttlat this external I.H.U. 15 able to give the initial
attitude, angular velocity, linear velocity and position of the
vehicle while 1n the launching platform within a great precision.
After the boost phase, when the vehicle experiences a great
accelezation, the external measurement of velocity and position 15
given by a GPS recelve~.
4.2 Gene~al Extended Kalman Fllte~ Equation
Our deterministic navigation system is described by the
dlffe~entlal equations (57), (60), (61) and (62) but the stochastic
model which incorporates the presence of noise can be represented
by the following differential equation,
(66)
where the vectors have the following mean1ng:
(61)
Here the state vector ~ represents the quaternlon, angular
velocity, linear velocity, auxiliary variable and position. The
vector ~ represents the pre-processed accele~ometer input and the
baro-altimeter measurement. Finally, the vector W corresponds to
the 12 accelerometer (W1~2) and altimeter (W13 ) white noIses and
G(t) i5 a matrIx which incorporates the noise into the ploce55. The
zer 0 -mean wh i te GaU3S 1an no 1se vector has a covar 1ance k er ne 1
defined as,
(68)
The external measurement, which 1s also noisy, 1s modelled as,
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(69)
wiler e Y... 1s a wh 1te Gauss 1an no 1se sequence 0 f zer 0 mean and
covariance kernel
(10)
To 11 near 1ze the process 1t 13 necessar y to descr Lbe the
perturbation by a fiIst order approximation as follows,
6X'(t)=F [tiKJt)] 6R(t)+Glt)~t) (71)
where F 1s the n-by-n matrix of partial derivatives of f with
respect to the state vecto~ evaluated along the nominal t~ajectory,
which In this case will be the estimated one The matrix F is
defined as,
(12)
Now the perturbed measurement can be modelled as,
(13)
where H is defined as,
(14)
The above technique 1s known as a 11nea~lzed or perturbation
Kalman filter.
In this design Is employed full-state estimation and an
extended Kalman filter. It means that instead of working with
errOlS, the full-state will be considered and In5tead of
linearizing about a nominal trajectory, the system will be
linearized about each estimate ~(tlT) once it has been computed.
This affects the F and H matrices in that they will be computed as,
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(75)
and,
(16)
The extended Kalman flltel measurement update
incorporates the measurement z(t~,w~) by means of the optimal gain
calculation,
the state estimate update,
(18)
and the covariance matrix update,
P( tj) ·P( til -K( t j ) HItji R( til] P( til
= {I-K(tj)Hltji.f(ti)]} P(ti) {I-K(tl)H[tji.f(ti)] r"t (79)
+K( t j ) R( t j ) Jrr( t J )
The covariance matrIx reflects the uncertainty 1n the
knowledge of each state variable.
Between Measurements, the state estimates are propagated by
integrating the nonlinear navigation equations, which are
represented by the equation (66) without the noise term. This leads
to the following equation,
(80)
and this Integrat10n Is carried out by a 5~h order Runge-Kutta-
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Fehlberg routine.
The covax1ance matrix 15 p~opagated by the usual linearized
relation as folloW5,
In the above expression, ~ denotes the trans1tlon matrix
associated with F[~; ~ (~/t£») for all TE (t£ ,t£+1 ). The
propagation of the covariance matrix will be discussed in detail in
the section 4.6.
The inItial condItions for the propagation are provided by
equations (77) and (78);
R( tjl t j ) =-.t( tI)
P( t j / C1 ) =p( t;>
and upon integrating (80) and (81)
~(t~~1- ) and P(t~T1- ) are defined as
(82)
to the next sample time,
R( Ci.l) =.t( ct.+ll t.l)
P( ti+l) a;p( t 1+1 / t J )
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(83)
4.3 Sensor stochastic Hodelllnq
Usually the order of the system may be augmented in order to
incorporate the stochastic modelling of the sensors or any dynamics
in the mea5u~ernents. In this section the modelling of the sensors
will be discussed.
4.3.1 Acceleroaeter
It 15 already known from the previous sectIon that we have
assumed an accelerometer with the following stochastic
character15tics:
Mean Squared Output Nolse: (lO~9)2
Blas standard Deviation: (35~g)
From the mean squared output noise it Is possible to derive
the corresponding white noise intensity that drives the
accelerometer. The mean squared output 1s to be understood as the
area under the power spectral density curve a5 shown in the figure
below,
.........-.
~_I............
.....
Figure 17:Accel.Powe~ Spectral
Density
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The accelerometer no15e 15 now modelled a3 a flr3t order
Markov process with a very 5ho~t correlation time in order to
validate the white noise assumption. The power spectral den51ty
function Is expressed as follows,
(84)
where the third term corresponds to the spectral factorization.
The mean squared value, as can be seen from the last Figure,
Is the integral of the area below the power spectral density
function, and, in this case, this area is represented by the
following integral,
(85)
This leads to the expression below,
(86)
Now it Is assumed that the accelerometer bandwidth 15 equal to 1000
rad/sec, which implies that ~-1xlO-3 sec. In this way the
accelerometer white noise intensity will be ~=1.9234xlO-11m~/5J,
Once the white noise intensity is determined, it 1s possible
to write the Q mat~lx in the extended Kalman filte~ formulation,
which refers to the process noise.
The error dynamlcs of one accelerometer can be the repre3ented
as a bias with standard deviation of 35~g plus a zero mean white
Gaussian noise wltt\ intensity 8 =1.9234xl0-11m~/5:J
equation below,
6aj-abj+W'4j
tib..=O
as 1n the
(81)
4.3,,2 Baro-AltllDeter
The baro-altimeter 1s a noiseless instrument in practical
terms, but according to Reference [41, it Is subjected to the error
sources as described below,
(88)
baro-altlmete~ erlo~;
er~or due to the variation in altItude of a
constant pressure surface;
eh_.c:= scale factor error due to non-standard
e1.n.t;=
temperature;
coeffIcIent of static pressure mea5Ulement error;
instrument errors.
The error epa has the following dynamics,
where:
(89)
d. 1 t:.= correlation distance of weather patterns;
standard deviation of the variation 1n altitude of
a constant pressure surface;
N. 1t ; power spectral density of the white noise wpo;
v= vehicle speed.
Typical values for the model parameters are 0'.1.t:-500 ft. and
d.1t =1.6xlO e ft.
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The error due to the temperature variatIon 18 d1rectly related
to the altitude and 1s described as,
(90)
having a blas-like behavior. It 1s Ct good aS8umptlon to make
The static pres5ure measurement error e. p =c. p v 2 has ita
coefficient defined as
(91)
and the standard deviation of this coefficient can be assumed to be
a. p =1.5 x 10- 4 ft/(ft/sec)2.
These parameters may vary from regIon to region and reflect
average conditions at the East Coast of the United states.
Considering that the hypothetical vehicle 1s intended for short
range missions, the baro-altimeter stochastic dynamics can be well
rep~e5ented by a bias plus white noise as follows,
(92)
and Wb 15 a fictitious white noise who5e intens1ty 15 made of the
same order as that of the accelerometer, so that ~ b.c=2 x lO-~1
metel:5~ x sec. Considering that the altitude 1s a well known
parameter at the launchIng platform, for simulation purposes the
initial standard deviation of the blas was taken to be 0.2 meters.
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4.4 state Estimate P~opagatlon fo~ the Six AccelerometeE I.H.U.
I n order to address per formance issues 1 t 15 necessary to
design an extended Kallnan filter for the six accelerometer system
50 that a comparison with the 12 accelerometer design is possible.
As shown previously, the stochastic system can be modelled as,
(93)
and now this system has to be augmented in order to include the
stochastic dynamics of the accelerometers and of the baro-
altimeter. To this purpose, the x vector i5 augmented as follows,
where a, b, c, d 15 the quaternlon state; ... 1s the angular
velocity; h.ux Is the auxiliary variable for the vertical channel
stabilization; X, Y, Z is the position; a~b a~e the accelerometer
biases; and hal.._ 15 the baro-altirr,eeter bias. The white nolse
vector ente~s the system via the matrix G, which reflect5 how the
white noise enters through the accelerometers and baro-'altlmeter
input.
The way of obtaining the state estimate dynamics cons15ta
basically of eliminating the blas from the inputs and this will
lead to the following dynamics. For the quaternlon estimate it ls,
a/.-.!'~ +Nt +&1) )2~~ y •
B/- .!(~a +eQ -cla )3 11 • y:
~/- ~('.J'-.s.a.+ae.J
a'R .!l,e +De -efJ \2' • y IC/
For the angular acceleration estimates the following holds,
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(95)
(96)
For the velocity estimate with respect to the navigation frame it
Is
o
o
•
(91)
where the estimated specific force 1n body coordinates 15
(98)
~.
•
a2....82_~2-a2 2(&-ac1)
2(,B+.6e) aa_S2 +ea-Ba
2(as-,e, 2(46+&1)
2('c'+.8a)
2(ec1-46)
'2-S2-ea+aa
(99)
The auxiliary variable estimated will be,
(100)
The position estimate differential equation turns out to be,
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(101)
Now the dynamics 15 augmented so as to include the biases,
(102)
All the above state estimate differential equations represent
21 states in the augmented system for six accelerometers. They will
be integrated during the propagation phase of the extended Kalman
filter by a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 5~h order algorithm.
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4.5 state Estimate p~opagatlon for the Twelve Accelerometer
I.H.U.
Although now the system has 12 accelerometer:s, 1t 1s not
necessary to estimate the 12 accelerometer biases plus one baro-
altimeter bIas. Even 1f there weze a number of accelerometers
greater than 12 (e.g. 48 accelerometers) the numbe~ of states 1n
the extended Kalman filter can be kept to a minimum of 21 states.
The reason for that Is the "e" matrix, which represents the linear
combinations of accelerometer outputs required to obtain angula~
and lineal: accelerations. The number of rows 1n the "c" matrix 1s
consequently always 6 corresponding to the three components of
angular acceleration and the other three relative to the specific
force measurements. The number of columns will be the same as the
number of accelerometers.
The state estimate equations will be basically the same as in
the previous section except for the fact that the specific forces
and angular accelerations will be considered to be inputs to the
system instead of the accelerometers signals, which are pre-
processed.
The quate~nlon state estimate dynamics is
"=-1.(86) +~ +&\ )2 11 Y •
8'= .!I,&) +itQ -8Q ~2' If • Yl
e'· .!(,a -DQ +c1a )2 y • ~
8'= 1:.('& +De -etI) \2 • Y Ie!
and the angular velocity dynamics now a~e
(103)
Note that now a qenerallzed angular acceleration blaB 18 belnq
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e8tlmated In5tead of the individual accftlerometer bla5eB. They are
the second terms on the right hand side of the above equations.
The same procedur:e will be followed In the velocity and
posltion dynamics leading to,
~J- (105)
Once again the individual accelerometer biases will not be
estImated but rather their net result In terms of specifIc forcea
mea5urements. This can be seen in the vector of differences that Is
being multiplied by the e5tlmated transformation matrix. The
e5tlmated transformation matrix i5 to be determined 1n the same way
as 1n the previous section,
~.
B
,a+S2_~2-a2
3(,a....&,
2(aB-'L'>
2(&-'a)
,a_.8a+~2_a2
2(~+aa,
2('~+.8a)
2(e8-.t.8)
,a_.63-e2 +aa
(106)
and the auxiliary variable 15 also the same,
as well as the position,
(101)
(108)
Now the bias terms will augment the system 1n the following way,
(109)
Note that now the 8tate est1mate vector dlffer8 from the prevlou6
case In the sense that it does not reflect the physical hardwale,
1n this case, the number of accelerometers,
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11.t S ~ a&. &" &. f. '" t. !i... 1 t II~ I:... I:... ..~ t:... 1".... Bbl.]'
(110)
In orde~ to implement this technique it 15 nece55ary to change
the Q matrix, which 15 the process noise intens1ty matrix. Instead
of a 13-by-13 matrix so as to capture the 12 accelerometers plus a
baro-altlmeter, it will turn out to be a 7-by-7 matrix In order to
represent the intensities of 3 angular and 3 linear acceleration
biases plus the baro-altlmeter blas. The way to do that Is simply
to consider the Q matrix to be,
(Ill)
It Is possible to recognize that the Q~1 partition corresponds to
accelerometer white noise intensity reflected by the "c" matrix at
the angular and linear acceleration measurements.
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4y6 covariance ~3trlx Propagation
The cova~lance matllx reflects the uncertainty of each 3tate
estImate variable by means of Its covariance at the diagonal terms.
The initial covariance matZ:lx, at time to, should reflect the
unce~talnty in the knowledge of the states with phys1cal mean1ng,
the covaIiance of the biases, and arbitrary uncertalntle3 assigned
to auxiliary variables or other5 without physical meaning. It 13
a55umed alBo that the in1tial covariance matrix contains only
diagonal terms. The off-diagonal O~ closs-correlation terms will
show up in a natural way once the covariance matrix reaches steady-
state.
Acco~dlng to (5), the pxopagatlon In continuous time of the
covariance matrix 1s characterized by the following differential
equation,
The F matrix 13 a 21-by-21 spar5e matrix with some terms that are
constant and other5 that are functIons of the 5tates. The :=lame
applies to the G matrix, whIch 15 a 21-by-7 matrix~ The G matrix
reflects how the modified noise sources ~K, «Y, ~., fx b , f y b , and
f. b affect the system. Here we will pre3ent only the 12
accelerometer de51gn ca5e. 'l'he derIvatives for the 3ix
accelerometer I.M.U. are shown in section 5.2.
The variable elementa are,
o - .sa. -. seT -.5a. -. 5D -.5-' -.5
'(1 ...,,1"''7) 8[..' S' e' aLa .5Q. 0 .5Q. -.56),. .58 -.58 .5~
8[" S ~ a6l. a,. a~1' .5",. -.5". 0 .5A. .5e! .54 -.5
.SA•.5i, -.5a. 0 -.5~ .st .5'
(113)
and,
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lJ [... f:U f:~r -1' s -e -~ a e S aI -8 a -B 11 1114 )
,<e-lo,l"''').'1Jt %, z.:& ~ -deS - , -se-~ S a a~
8 [' .6 e c1)r e a ! s -s -4 a e 4 -s-~
Now another group of derivatives which belongs to the F matrix
is,
(115)
The G matrix will have it5 only variable part equal to the negative
of the above equality a3 follow5,
(116)
In terms of constant blocks of the F matrix ,the following
terms are defined;
F(12,6)=~=F(13,9)=~~/==F(14,10)=a~=1
z y 8v.
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(111)
(118)
(119)
F(14 .. 14) =~l=F(14 .. 21) =a::" =-Jc"
a~ ~
F(10,14) - a;-F(10,21). ali • ) --ka
bi_
ali' as
F(11,14) = aT=F(11,21) 0:: as::=~
The G matrix will have the following constant terms,
a",'
0(10,7) a ah: =1Gt
{JR.'
G(11,7) = ah==-lc]
b
G(14,7) =g~~=k"
(120)
(121)
(122)
(123)
(124)
All that has been done until now [efe~5 to the continuous
propagation of the covariance matrix. In the real applicat10n there
are no continuous measul:elnents though. In this way it 15 possible
to dlscletlze the sy5tem. An advantage of th15 procedure 18 to
reduce the computational burden. If the propagation of the
covazlance matrix were continuous, it would be neceB8~ry to
integrate all its element5 u51ng a Runge-Kutta routine, which means
the integ~ation of 21 2 (=441) states.
Ace 0 r dIn9 t 0 ( 6 ) , the dIsc ~ e t 1zed C 0 va rianee rna t r 1x w111
propagate as follows,
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(125)
I n the above equat lon, ~ and r correspond to F and GIn the
continuous case and 4r 1s the sampling time. R~n.l. is the white
noise intensity matrix from the continuous case. In order to
calculate ~ and r, it 1s necessary to compute' as follows,
(126)
In the present case the required numerical precision Is reached for
N=5. Now ~ and r can be computed as,
(127)
The covariance matrix must be always symmetric, but the
numerical integration can affect this chazactezlstlc. In ordeI to
enforce this property after each propagation it 15 necessary to
proceed as follows,
(128)
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4.7 Pseudo-Moise Addition and Quaternion Hormallzatlon
Pseudo-noise addition 15 used 1n th15 work to improve the
Kalman gain in the attitude determination. Many 51mulatlon3 have
shown that the attitude determination was the most sensitive part
of the system. When pseudo-noise is added to the quaternlon
dynamics, the extended Kalman algorithm will give more weight to
the external aiding in order to obtain a better attitude estimate.
It 15 equivalent to describing the quaternlon dynamics as,
a'=-.!/b6) +C6) +dfa) )+~2~ z y • •
b'= ~(a"z+CtI).-d6»y)+Wb
c'= i(a6)y-.br.t.+d6»...)+Wc
d'g ~(a6) +.br.» -CfI) )+W:d2 • y ~
(129)
The intensity of the white noise w., Wb, We and Wd were made equal
to lxlO-' for simulation pu~poses du~ing the flight phase of the
hypothetical vehicle.
After each update cycle and after Borne Integration 8tep5 it 13
necessary to normalize the quaternlon. When pseudo-noise 15 added
to the quaternlons, this requl~ement turns out to be mandatory,
because the magnitude of the quaternion, which should be always 1,
becomes a stochast1c variable as well. To do that the following
procedure holds,
'lmm= [a bed] 2'= Q01d
, q!J.d'l<qold
(130)
The normalization procedure also makes the transformation matrix
Cb " orthono~rnal, otherwise the Euler angles could be even complex
numbers, which does not correspond to reality.
The addition of pseudo-noise also has implications in the Q
matrix, which reflects the generalized white noise intensities. Now
the Q matrix has to be augmented in order to include fou~ pseudo-
noises. Instead of a 7-by-7 matrix, the 0 matrix now will be 11-by-
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11 as follows,
(1]1)
The G matrix 15 also changed 50 as to reflect the four pseudo
noise terms added to the quaternlon dynamics. Instead of being a
2 1 - by- 7 rna t r ix, d u r 1ng the f 11 9 h t phase 1t wi 11 be a 2 1 - by - 1 1
matrix with the following non-zero additional terms,
0(1,8) c iJI.'-=l
It.
0(2,9) =8.S'=l
Vb
Be'0(3,10) =--1
w"
6(4,11) - 88.' -1
ltd
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(132)
4.8 BxteEoal Aiding during Initialization
The main objective of the initialization phase in any inertial
navigation system 15 to provide the bias compensation. In this
particular system it Is impossible in practical terms to determine
the bias estimates during flight because of their heavy effect on
the attitude computation .
It 1s assumed that thex:e exists a high quality external
inertial measurement unit which 15 able to provide the vehicle's
system its attitude, angular and linear velocity and position. The
H matrix characterizes which atates are measured from the external
source of Info~matlon. In this case H Is a 13-by-21 matrix because
there are 13 external measurements (the z vector) and 21 states.
The H matrix 15 as follows,
(133)
The R mat~lx represents the white measu~ement noise. In this
case it 1s assumed that all measurement noises have the same
intensity. For sImulation purposes the R matrix 15 made equal to
lxlO- 24 x 1(13,13).
4.9 Bxte~nal Aiding during Take-off and Flight
After all biases have been compensated during the
initialization phase, the vehicle takes off and later aS5umes a
straight and level flight path. During the boost phaae the vehicle
1s assumed to reach an acceleration close to 109.
At this point the second phase begins and now the 5YBtem will
receive external aidIng from the GPS satellite 3ystem. The Kalman
filter will begin to operate after the boost phase because the high
accelexatlon would cause elthe~ 10s5 of phase or 1055 of code in
the GPS receiver, In this way in the beginning of the trajectory
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the 3ystem would navlqate without external aiding.
Now in the flight phase only 51x states will be mea5ured from
the external source of information, the velocity and position of
the vbhlcle. It 15 assumed the velocity and position mea3urement
vector correspond to the same reference point with re8pect to which
the inertial measurements are being made.
Under these circumstances the H matrix can be expressed as
follows,
1 Fo c1·J'1 ~(s·"1 IH pC'''')1 pC'X.!)1 pC'~JI~Jl.glJt 0 (5.") (UJ)
4.10 Open-Loop Condition
(134)
In order to evaluate the performance of the 12 accelerometer
inertial measurement unit wIth respect to the 6 acceleromete:r
I.M.U., the GPS information 1058 will be simulated after both
extended Kalman fllter5 reach steady state. The performance
criterion i5 the capacity of keeping the attitude information
within a erro~ of ,2 degrees in terms of Bank angle, Heading and
Pitch angle.
After the extended Kalman f 11 ter navIgator reaches steady
state, both configurations, with 6 or 12 accelerometers, will be
5ubmitted to a 360 deg~ees turn without banking and without
external aiding as will be discussed in the next chaptftc.
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Chapter 5
THB SIMULATION OF THB SYSTEM
5.1 The TrajectoEy of the Vehicle
In order to evaluate the performance of both the navigation
system and the extended Kalman f 11 ter 1t 15 necessaly to do a
stochastic simulation of the complete system. The nominal
trajectory of the vehicle was designed to represent as close as
possible the initialization, launching phase and maneuver of the
hypothetical vehicle until it reaches a st~alght and level flight
under cruise conditions. After the extended Kalman filter reaches
steady-state, the GPS 1055 1s simulated and the vehicle Is
subjected to a complete tu~n of 360 degrees 1n order to visualize
the open loop stability characteristics of both the six and the
twelve accelerometer systems. The Figure below illustrates the
different phases of the simulated flight .
z
•
5
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Figure 18:Simulation Phases
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5.2 The Specific Force Simulation
The next step consists of 5imulating what each accelerometer
measures as a function of time. To simulate each accelerometer
output it is necessary to refer to the following equations,
"11:1 f x-~fa)~+~ fa)Jll)y
a z=.fx+~6)~-d".6),.6)y
a3=fx+~6)~+~6)JII).
a, I:Ifx-d,fa)~-~fa),xla).
"5=f y +d,fa)~+d,fa),.lI) y
a,=.fy-~fa)~-~6)~y
a.,=.ty-~fI)~+d,fa)P.
a. 1:1t y +de6)~-defa)y6».
a,=f.-d,6)~+d,fa)~.
alo=f.+~o6)~+~o6)~,135)
al1=.t.+~l6)~+dl16)~.
a12=£.-d.ufa)~-~26)y6».
During the initialization the vehicle is at the launching pad
with a pitch angle of 60 degrees fo~ nea~ly 60 to 120 seconds. The
only specific forces that are being measured correspond to the
gravity acceleration as follows,
(136)
so that a~=a~=a~=a4= 9 sin e and a.=a10=a11=a~~= g cos 8.
During the boost phase the vehicle will be submitted to an
acceleration of 50 m/s 2 during 5 seconds so as to drive it to a
velocity of 250 m/sec. Now the specific fo~ces a~e,
t:'-gsin8+50m!sJ
f:=gcoe8
The accelerometer outputs will be ,
a 1 =aa~a3=a.;:g sin8+50m/sa
B"c:B1Q -=a11=a12=g cos8
(138)
The next phaae corre5pond3 to a steady speed flight 1n which
the vehicle continues to gain altitude and keep its pitch angle of
60 degrees. Corresponding to the assumption of constant velocIty,
the specific force 15 taken to be the negatIve of the gravitational
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acceleration a5 it 15 in the initialization pha6e.
During the maneuver phase it 15 nece5sa~y tc almulate th~ee
dynamic effects. The first parameter to be fixed 1s the time of
maneuvez which in this case 15 set to be 8 seconds. Knowing the
time of maneuver it 15 possible to calculate the angular velocity
which will be kept con3tant until the end of the maneuver. In the
beg 1nn 1ng of the maneuver the veh lc le will be subjected to an
acceleration pulse which will confer the calculated angula~
velocity to It~ The duration of the angular acceleration pulse 1s
equal to the sampling interval. In this very moment the vehicle Is
also subjected to half of the centrifugal acceleration plus the
gravity effect. The beginning of the maneuve~ can be summarized as
follows. The angular velocity and acceleration will be,
(139)
and the specific force3 can be de5crlbed as,
(140)
where -q 18 the negative of the gravity acceleration, f~~ 18 the
specific force due to the angular acceleration pulse and the last
term f(WYeV)/2 i5 one half of the centrifugal acceleration during
th is sampll ng inter va 1 . The acce 1eromet ez: Qutput5 will be as
follows,
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(141)
After this moment, until the end of the maneuver, there will
be no angular acceleration meaning that the vehicle will have
constant pitch rate until it levels at 8=0. The only specific
forces to be simulated will be the cent~lfugal acceleration and the
gravity as below,
and the acceleromete~ outputs will be,
al~a2:=a3==a6=gsin (8o-Ctly( t-tlMD))
ag-B10IllBl1-Bu--Wy v:+g COB (8o-wy (t- t.u) )
(142)
(143)
where t-t man 1s the difference between the current time and the
time of the begInning of the maneuver.
At the end of the maneuver another angular acceleration pulse
1s generated in order to bring the angular velocity down to zero.
This angular acceleration pulse 1s the negative of the first one.
Besides this pulse, half of the centrifugal accele~atlon and the
gravity acceleration are again applied to the system 30 that the
specific force will be,
(144)
and during the sampling intetval that cot[eSpOnd5 to the end of the
maneuve~ the accelerometer outputs will be held as,
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After the end of the maneuver the vehicle will execute a
straight and level flight until the extended Kalman filter reaches
steady-atate. During th15 time the nominal accelerometer reading3
will be,
a,-a10·a11-au-g (146)
Once the extended Kalman filter reaches steady-state, meaning
that the covariance matrix assumes a conatant H~-norm, the GPS data
10s5 w1ll be simulated. This Is what 1s called the open-loop
condition or navigating without external aiding. Under these
cl~cumstances ~ complete turn (360 degrees) of the vehicle will be
simulated. The purpose of this last maneuveI: is to compare the
stab11i ty behav i or 0 f the 6 wi th respect to 12 acce 1er ometer
system. The GPS 1055 Is simulated simply by making the update time
very large and plotting the propagation phase.
The du~atlon of the tu~n must be fixed as a pa~ameter. In the
simulation this turn will be completed 1n 60 seconds. Knowing that,
it 1s possible to compute the angula~ velocity and the angular
acceleration pulse as being,
(141)
and the accelerometer outputs 1n the beginning of the turn will be,
(148)
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At the
acceleration,
constant. The
next 3ampllng time there will be no
consequently the angula~ velocity will
centrifugal acceleration will have It3
angular
be kept
entire
magnitude of (~XVKb ) as can be seen below,
~r=O).xv: a,,=O).xv:
.., =a.=6).)(v:
a,=a10=a11 ==a1a=g
(149)
At the end of the turn there will be another angular
acceleratIon pulse 50 as to stop the turn and resume the straight
flight and the centrifugal acceleration will be reduced to half of
ita value. This leads to the following accelerometez outputs.
(150)
Aft e r t he t urn i s over, t he 5 pee 1 f 1c f or c e 5 W i 11 be s 1mp 1 .Y
represented by the action of gravity,
ag-al.o·aJ.1- lIa-g (151)
All that has been done so fa~ ~ep[e8ent5 the nominal
accelerometer outputB. In fact each of these outPUt5 will have a
random bIas with normal distribution, zero-mean and standard
deviation of 35~g and a d18crete white noise proceS5 represented as
random numbers with normal distribution, zero mean and variance
equal to the white noise intensity divIded by the sampling time ~,
The extended Kalman filter will obtain the best estimate of the
nominal outputs until the system reaches steady-state and the GPS
loss occurs, but the 50 far estimated blas will always be
Bubtracted out of the accelerometer outputs.
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5.3 ~xternal I.H.U., GPS and Baro-Altl.ete~ Simulation
The extex:nal I.M.U. is wtlat will make the initialization
possible. In this work it will be simply an external source of the
quaternlon, angular and linear velocities and position. All
measurements will be contaminated with a discrete white noise
sequence whose standard deviation magnitude is lxlO-12 •
Once the specific forces are determined as functions of time
for each of the twelve accelerometers, each phase can be integrated
to obtain the nominal velocities and position as functions of time
also. These calculat lons will not be presented in this sect 10n
because they are implemented in the code as will be shown in the
next section. With the nominal trajectoI¥ and velocity it is
possible to sImulate the GPS and baro-altimeter signals for every
sampling time if necessary.
The external I.M.U. and the GPS information are simulated at
each update cycle of the extended Kalman f 11 ter and the baro-
altImeter 15 simulated at each sampling time because it 1s
integrated with the twelve accelerometers for the vertical channel
stabilization.
5.4 Softwa~e Implementation
The 51mulatlon was implemented using H~~LABTH version 3.5k on
a Personal Computer wi th a 386/387 Intel TH CPU. Two codes were
designed: The first one simulates the 12 acceleJ:ometer inertial
measurement unit; and the second one corresponds to the six
acceleJ:ometeI: I .M.U .. The GPS 10s5 is simulated by making the
update 1nterval of the Kalman filter very large while storing data
from the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg subroutine, which plays the role of
the navigator.
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The routine FAIMlJ5a.H 13 the code for the 12 accelerometer
I.M.U as follows:
\ 16.ThG Thesis
% Routine FAIMU5.m
\ Simulation of a twelve accelerometer Inertial Measurement Unit
% This routine simulates a twelve accelerometer Inertial
% Measuremellt
, Unit driven by white noise with bias, stabilized by a \ % %
% barometrlc-
\ altimeter and an Extended Kalman Filter using GPS measurements.
% It estimates the navigation state instead of the error state.
, The input for each accelerometer will be a normally distributed
\ white noise of (10 mlcro-g)3 mean squared output error, plus a
\ blas of 35 micro-g standard deviation.
format short e
\ Global variables
global Cbn FF PP QQ GG hb
global RR C F Fh dW deltaT
% Lay-out of accelerometers
dl=1.2;d2=dl;
d3=.55;d4=d3;
d5=3.6;
d6=.48;
d1=.6;d8=d7;
d9=3.55;
dlO=.4 3 i
dl1=1.25;d12=dll;
\ Gravity
gz=9.80665;
% Vertical Channel Gains
kl=6e-2ik2=1.2e-3ik3=8e-6;
\ Accelerometer output coefficIents matrix
C=zeros(6,12);
C(1,1:4)=1/4*ones(1,4);
C(2,5)=d6/(2*(d5td6»jC(2,6)=d5/(2*(d5td6»i C (2,7:8)=1/4*(1 IJi
C(3,9)=dlO/(2*(d9tdlO»iC(3,lO)=d9/(2*(d9tdlO»iC(3,11:12)=1/4*[1
1 ] ;
C(4,7:8)=1/(4*d7)*l-1 11;C(4,11:12)=1/(4*dl1)*(1 -1);
C(5,1:2)=(d9-dlO)/(8*(d3*dlO+d4*d9»*ll 1)i
C(5,3)=(d9+3*dlO)/(8*(d3*dlO+d4*d9);
C ( 5, 4 ) =- (3 *d 9 -t·d 1 0 ) I ( 8 * (d 3 *d 10 +d 4 *d 9 ) ) ;
C(5,9:10)=1/(2*(d3*dlOtd4*d9»*l-d4 d3J;
C(6,1)=-(dS+3*d6)/(S*(dl*d6+d2*d5»;
C(6,2)=(d6+3*d5)/(8*(dl*d6+d2*d5»);
C(6,3:4)=(d6-d5)/(8*(dl*d6td2*d5)*(1 1);
10
(Quaternlon eatlmates)
(Angular Velocities)
(Velocities in the NavigatIon
in the Navigation Frame)
(Linear and angular accel. biases)
(Bara-altimeter e~ror modelling)
C(6,5:6)=1/(2*(dl*d6+d2*d5))*[d2 -dlJi
% Description of state Variables:
\ state Estimate Dynamics:
\ ah(l) bh(2) ch(3) dh(4)
\ Wxh(5) Wyh(6) Wzh(7)
% Vxh(8) Vyh(9) Vzh(lO)
Frame)
\ hah(11) xh(12) yh\13) zh(14)(Auxl1iary Va~lable and Position
Estimates
\
\ (dUlb)1=1:12(15:20)
\ hbias(27)
\ The interval of integration is one second and the 5th order
\Runge- (tutta-Fehlberg 1s used:
\ Input data
tslm=O;
\ Initial elevation at launching platfozrn
elev=lnput('Launching elevation (60 degrees)')
if isempty(elev),
elev=60
end
theta=elev*pl/180;
% Boost acceleration
ba=lnput( 'Boost acceleration (50 m/s2)')
if isempty(ba),
ba=50
end
, Sampling Time
deltaT=lnput('Sampllng time [0.025 sec.)')
1f 1sempty(deltaT),
deltaT::;.025
end
\ update interval UT for initIalization pha5e
UTI=lnput( 'Update interval for initialization (UTI=deltaT)')
1£ lsempty(UTI),
UTI=deltaT
end
\ Update interval for the cruise phase
UTC=lnput('Update interval for cruise (5 sec. J')
if lsempty(UTC),
UTC=5
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end
% Initialization time
tba=input('Inltlallzatlon Time (120 sec. J')
1f lsempty(tba),
tba=120
end
\ End of accele~atlon
da=lnput( 'Duration of Boost Phase [5 sec. J')
if lsempty(da),
da=5
end
tbc=tbatda;
\ Begin of pitch maneuver
ttl=tbct16;
tm=input«( 'Begin of pitch maneuver (',num2str(ttl),' sec.)'])
1 f i 5 e mp t y ( t m) ,
tm=ttl
end
% End of Pitch Maneuver
tt2=tmt8j
tc=input«( 'End of pitch Maneuver [',num2str(tt2),' sec.)'))
if lsempty(tc),
tc==tt2
end
% Angular speed duzlng maneuve~ (wy)
wy=theta/(tc-trn);
% Angular accelerations at tttm" and "te"
dwy=wy/deltaTi
\ Moment of GPS lCds
tloss=input(['Homent of GPS loss [',num2str(tc+50*UTC), 'sec.]'])
If lsempty(tloss)
tlo5s=tct50*UTC
end
\ Beginning of the turn
TOLoop=lnput«('Beglnnlng of the turn
[ I , num2st~ (tlosstl0), 'sec) , ] )
if lsempty(TOLoop)
TOLoop=tlo55tl0
end
\ Duration of the turn
tturn::: input ( t Durat Ion of the turn (60 sec.): ')
1f isempty(tturn),
tturn=60
end
This Is the calculation of the angulaE velocity and angular
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acceleration during the 360 deq. turn
wz=2*pl/tturn;
dwz=wz/deltaTi
\ Time of simulation in Seconds TSIM
tt3=TOLooptttu rn i
TSIM =input(['Tlme of simulation l',num2stz(tt3), , sec.]'])
if lsempty(TSIM),
TSIM=tt3
end
\ History
XT=zeros(7,(TSIM/(4*deltaT»)i
xt=ze~os(3,(TSIM/(4*deltaT»));
jjj=l;
jj=l;
% Initial Conditions:
xi=ze~o5(21,1);
\ Ouaternlons:
Hote that the angle theta should have a negative sign but it 15
kept positive so as to agree with the GPS, the baro-altlmeter and
the specific fOEce formulation.
xl(1)=cos(theta/2)i
xl(3)=-sin(theta/2);
% Initial Direction CosIne Matrix
Cbn(l,l)= xi(1)~2 + xl(2)~2 - xl(3)~2 - xl(4)~2;
Cbn(1,2)= 2*(xl(2)*xl(3) - xl(1)*xl(4»;
Cbn(1,3)= 2*(xl(1)*xl(3) + xl(2)*xl(4»;
Cbn(2,1)= 2*(xl(1)*xl(4) + xl(2)*xi(3»;
Cbn(2,2)= xl(1)~2 - xl(2)~2 +xl(3)~2 -xl(4,~2;
Cbn(2,3)= 2*(xl(J)*xl(4) - xi(1)*xi(2»);
Cbn(3,1)= 2*(xi(4)*xl(2) - xi(1)*xl(3»;
Cbn(3,2)= 2*(xl(1)*xi(2) + xl(3)*xl(4»;
Cbn(3,3)= xl(1)~2 - xl(2)~2 - xl(3)~2 + xl(4)~2;
\ Initial Covariance Matrix
This part of the code will define the initial uncertainty in the
knowledge of the states when the vehicle Is at the launching pad.
PP=zeros(21)i
\ auaternlons;
qu=input('Quaternions uncertaInty [le-3J')
If lsempty(qu),
qu=le-3
end
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PP(1:4,1:4)=qu~2*eye(4);
\ Angular Velocity rad/5ec;
wu=lnput(tAng. Vel. uncertainty lle-31')
1f lsempty(wu),
wu=le-J
end
PP(5:7,5:7)= wU~2*eye(3);
% Velocities in the Navigation Frame;
vU=input('Veloclty uncertainty Ile-6J')
If lsempty(vu),
vu=le-6
end
PP(8:10,8:10)=vu~2*eye(3);
% Auxiliary Variable dha;
PP(11,11)= (le-6)~2i
% Position
pu=lnput('Posltlon uncertainty lle-3]')
if lsempty(pu),
pu=le-3
end
PP(12:14,12:14)=pu A 2*eye(3);
\ Accelerometer Biases ;
abu=input('Accel.bias unce~tainty [35e-6*gz)')
If lsempty(abu),
abu=35e-6*gz
end
PP(15:20,15:20)=abu~2*C*C';
\ Bara-Altimeter error blas;
% hbias;
hbu=lnput('Ba~o-altlmeterbias uncertaInty [.02)1)
if lsempty(hbu),
hbu=.02
end
PP(21,21)= hbu~2;
% Accelerometer White Noise Intensity
At ~his point the acceleEoaeter white noise intensity 1s
calculated from its mean squared output error.
ms~=lnput('Mean Squared Accelerometer Output [(lOe-6~gz)~2J ')
if'lsempty(msa),
ffisa=(lOe-6*gz)"2
end
tau~le-3i
awnl=2*tau*msa
\ Barometer White Noise Intensity
Here the baro-altlmeter ~~ given a pseudo noise which Is assumed
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to have the ~ame maqoltude of that of the accelerometel.
bwni=input('Barometer White Noise Intensity [2e-ll) ')
If lsempty(bwnl),
bwnl=2e-ll
end
Pseudo-noise Is also added to the quaternlon dynamics In o~der to
improve the Kalman gain for the first four state variables.
psnolse=lnput( 'Pseudo-Noise to Attitude Dynamics (le-9)')
If Isempty(psnolse),
psnolse=le-9
end
\ All other states are set to zero.
% Constant Extended Kalman Filter Matrices
At that point the the process noise intensity matxlx is
constructed so that the first block "0011" corresponds to the
noise effect in terms of angular and linear accelerations.
\ Process noise intensity Matrix QQ (Initialization)
QQI1=awni*C*C'i
QQI2=zeros(6,1);
QQI3=zeros(1,6);
QQI4=bwnii
QQI=[QQIl QQI2iQQI3 QQI4Ji
\ Addition of pseudo-noise to quaternlon5 dynamics and to angular
% velocity dynamics (Flight)
For the flight phase the addition of pseudo-noise to the
quaternion dynamics is taken in to account.
QQF1=QQ I i
aQF2=zero5(7,4);
QQF3=zeros(4,7)i
QQF4=psnolse*eye(4)i
QQF=(QQFl QQF2iQQF3 OQF4J;
% Error Dynamic Output (Measurement) MatrIx HHl(for
initialization phase)
HHl=zeros(13,21);
HH1( :,1:4)=(eye(4)izeros(9,4) I;
HHl(:,5:7);(zeros(4,3)ieye(3)izero5(6,3)Ji
HHl( :,8:10)=(zero3(7,3)i e ye(3);zeroB(3) Ii
HHl(:,12:14)=(zeros(lO,3)ieye(3»);
\ Error Dynamic Output (Measurement) Matrix HH2 (for flight
phase)
HH2~zeros(6,21);
HH2(:,8:10)=(eye(3)izero5(3»)i
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HH2( :,12:14)=[zeros(3)ieye(3) Ji
\ Measurement Covariance Matrix RRI
It 15 assumed that all elements of the measurement vector during
initialization have a small amount of noise.
uri=input('Inltialization Measurement Uncertainty [le-12]')
1f isempty(uri),
url=le-12
end
RR1=url~2*eye(13);
% Measurement Covariance MatrIx RR2
urv=input( 'GPS Vel.Meas. Uncertainty [.1 ro/s)')
if lsempty(urv),
urv=.l
end
urp=lnput('GPS Pos.Meas. uncertainty [15 rnl
'
)
if lsempty(urp),
urp=15
end
RR2=(urv~2*eye(3) zeros(3);zeros(3) u~p~2·eye(3)];
prt=lnput( 'Enter 1 to print plots using GPP.M ')
\ Dimensioning of the FF Matrix
Here are the constant terms of the "F" matrix
FF=zeros(21)i
FF(5:7,18:20)=-eye(3)i
FF(lO,11)=-li FF (lO,14)=-k2;FF(lO,21)=-k2;
FF(11,14)=k3;FF(11,21)=k3;
FF(12,8)=1;
FF(13,9)=1;
FF(14,lO)=liFF(14,14)=-kliFF(14,21)=-kl;
\ Error Dynamic Input Matrix GG
\ Initialization phase
(Constant Coefficients only)
This Is the "G" matrix during the initialization phase.
GGI=ze:ros(21,7);
GGI(5:1,4:6)=eye(3);
GGI(lO,7)=k 2 i
GG I ( 11 , 7 ) =... k 3 ;
GGI(14,7)=kl;
\ Flight phase
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Durlo9 the fllqht pha86 it 10 D6c68oary to tak6 into account th6
addition of pseudo-noise to the quaternion dynamics.
GGF=zeros(21,ll)i
GGF(5:7,4:6)=eye(3);
GGF(lO,7)= k2 i
GGF(11,7)=-k 3 i
GGF(14,7)=kl;
\ Addition of pseudo-noise to quartenlon
GGF(1,8)=liGGF(2,9)=liGGF(3,lO)=liGGF(4,11)=1;
% Accelerometer bias generation
This 15 the generation of the accele~ometer random biases.
rand ( 'normal' )
blas=abu*rand(12,1);
% Altimeter blas generation
hblas=hbu*rand(l)i
% Simulation
\ Initialization phase
UT=UTIi
HH=HH1;
RR=RRl;
QQ=QQI;
GG=GG1i
% First bIas generated specifIc force estimate
Fh=zeros(3,1)i
\ Auxiliary Varlable9
This corresponds to the beginning of the 51mulatlon.
aIm::!;
while slm == 1
% Update Phase
\ Kalman Gain Calculation
ThIs fo~ce5 the cova~lance matrix to be allway9 5ymmetrlc.
PP=(PPtPP' )/2;
1£ tslm < tba,
\ Initialization phase
KK=PP*HH'*lnv(HH*PP*HH'tRR)i
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\ Alignment Measurement Generation
xallg=url*rand(13,1);
xallg(1)=cos(theta/2)+u~1*rand(1);
xallg(3)=-sin(theta/2)+url*~and(1);
\ Meaaurement
\ Fo~ full state estimation
z=xallg;
\ For nominal t~ajectory simulation
xn=O;
hn=O;
elself(tslm >= tba),
\ Flight phase
UT=tbc-tba;
1f tsim>tbc,
UT=UTCi
end
\ To run Open Loop after Steady State
If the condition below Is satIsfied, then the update time will be
made equal to the complete time of simulation, meaning the
system will not receive external aiding. In this way the 1055 of
the GPS information will be simulated and the extended Kalman
filter will only execute the propagation phase until the program
reaches its end.
If(tslm>tloss)
Nl='GPS Loss';
disp(Nl)
\ pause
UT:::TSIM;
end
QQ=QQF;
GG:::;GGFi
HH:::HH2;
RR=RR2;
\ Kalman Gain Calculation
KK=PP*HH'*lnv(HH*PP*HH'+RR)i
\ GPS Measurement simulation
If(tslm<tba)
vxn=O;
vzn=Oi
hn=O;
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xn=O;
elself (tslm>=tba & (tbc>=tslm»,
\ phasel
vxn=ba*(tslm-tba)*cos(theta);
vzn=ba*(tslm-tba)*sln(theta);
hn=.5*ba*(t5im-tba)~2*sln(theta);
xn=.5*ba*(tsim-tba)~2~cos(theta);
elself «tslm>tbc) & (tm>=tslm»),
\ phase2
vxn=ba*(tbc-tba)*cos(theta);
vzn=ba*(tbc-tba)*sln(theta);
hn=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tsim-tbc»*sin(theta);
xn=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tslm-tbc»*cos(thetal;
end
if «tsim>tm) & (tc)=tslm»,
% phase 3
vxn=ba*(tbc-tba)*cos(theta-wy*(tsim-tm»;
vzn=ba*(tbc-tba)*sln(theta-wy*(tsim-tm»;
hnl=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tm-tbc»)*51n(theta)i
hn~hnl+ba*(tbc-tba)/wy*(co5(theta-wy*(tslm-tm»-cos(theta»;
xnl=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tm-tbc»*cos(theta)i
xn=xnltba*(tbc-tba)/wy*(-sin(theta-wy*(tslm-tm»tsln(theta»;
elself (tslm>tc),
\ phase4
vxn=ba*(tbc-tba);
vzn=Oi
hnl=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tm-tbc»*51n(theta)i
hn=hnltba*(tbc-tba)/wy*(l-cos(theta»i
xnl=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tm-tbc»*coB(theta)i
xn2=xnl+ba*(tbc-tba)/wy*sln(theta)i
xn=xn2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tslm-tc)i
end
\ GPS Measurement Generation
xgps=zeros(6,l)i
xgps(l)=vxntu~v*~and(l);
xgps(2)=urv*rand(1);
xgps(3)=vznturv*rand(1);
xgps(4)=xnturp*rand(1);
xgps(5)=urp*rand(1);
xgps(6)=hnturp*rand(1)i
\ Mea5u~ement
\ For full state estimatlon
z=xgps;
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end
% state estimate update
xl(1:21)=xl(1:21) t KK*(z- HH*xl(1:21»;
% Covariance Matrix Update
PP = (eye(PP)-KK*HH)*PP*(eye(PP)-KK*HH)'+KK*RR*KK'i
\ auaternlon Normalization
xl(1:4)=xl(1:4)/sqrt(xl(1:4)'*xl(1:4»;
% Propagation Phase
for k=l:(UT/deltaT)
if tsim>TSIH,
break
end
% PositIon and covariance matrix at GPS 10s5
if(abs(tloss-tslm)(le-4)
XOL=xl(12)i
YOL=xl(13)i
ZOL=xl(14)i
PP~s=PP;
end
% Accelerometer Input Generation
% Specific forces sImulation
Here the specific forces and consequently, the accelerometer
readings, will be generated as a function of time.
If«tslm>=tba) & (tslm<tbc),
thr=(ba*ones(4,1)izero5(8,1»);
Nl='Boost Phase';
elself«tslm>=tbc) & (tslm<tm»),
thr=zeros(12,1);
Hl='Constant Speed Take-off';
end
If(abs(tslm-tm)(le-4),
wydot=lO 0 d3*dwy -d4*dwy 0 0 0 0 -d9*dwy dlO*dwy 0 0)';
gl=gz*sin(theta)*ones(4,1);
g3=(-wy*ba*(tbc-tba)/2tgz*cos<theta))*ones(4,1);
grav=[glizeros(4,1);g3)i
Nl='Beginnlng of the pitch maneuver';
dlsp(Nl)
\ pause
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end
1£( «tsim-tm»le-4)&( (tc-tsim»le-4»,
wydot=zeros(12,1);
9 1=gz *51 n ( theta-wy* ( ts Im·-tm) ) ;
g3=-wy*ba*(tbc-tba)tgz*cos(theta-wy*(tslm-tm»);
g~av~[gl*ones(4,1);zero5(4,1);g3*ones(4,1»);
Nl='Pltch Maneuver';
elself(abs(tslm-tc)<le-4),
wydot=-[O 0 d3*dwy -d4*dwy 0 0 0 0 -d9*dwy dlO*dwy 0 O)'i
grav=[zeros(8,1)i(-wy*ba*(tbc-tba)/2tgz)*ones(4,1»)i
Nl='End of Pitch Maneuver';
dlsp(Nl)
% pause
elself«(t31m>tc)&«TOLoop-t31m»le-4»I(tslm-(TOLoopttturn»>le
- 4 ) )
wydot=zeros(12,1);
grav=[zeros(8,1);gz*ones(4,1»)i
wzdot=zeros(12,1);
Nl='Alded straight and level flight';
elself(abs(tslm-TOLoop)<le-4),
Nl='Beglnnlng of the turn';
dlsp(Nl)
% pause
wzv=wz*ba*(tbc-tba)i
wzdotl=[(-dl*dwz),d2*dwz,O,O)i
wzdot2=d5*dwztwzv/2i
wzdot3=-d6*dwztwzv/2;
wzdot4=[wzv/2*11 IJ,zeros(1,4));
wzdot =lwzdotl,wzdot2,wzdot3,wzdot41';
elself«(tslm-TOLoop»le-4)&«(TOLoop+tturn)-t51m»le-4»
WZdot=[zeros(1,4),wzv*ones(1,4),zeros(1,4»)'i
Nl='Turn'i
elself(abs(tslm-(TOLoop+tturn»<le-4),
Nl='End of the turn';
dlsp(Nl)
% pause
wZdotl=l(dl*dwz),(-d2*dwz),O,OJi
wzdot2=-d5*dwz+wzv/2;
wzdot3= d6*dwztwzv/2;
wzdot4~(wzv/2*(l IJ,zeros(l,4»)i
wzdot =[wzdotl,wzdot2,wzdot3,wzdot4l'i
elself(tslm<tba),
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thr=zero3(12,1)i
grav=lgz*sln(theta)*one5(4,1)izeros(4,1)i9Z*C05(theta)*one5(4,1»)
.,
wydot=zero5(12,1);
wzdot=zeros(12,1);
Nl='Inltlalizatlon';
end
\ Acceleromete~ output genetatlon
Here the bias and the discret white noise sequence is added to
the nominal accelero.ete~ outputs.
aa=sqrt(awnl/deltaT)*rand(12,1) tblas tthr tgrav twydottwzdot;
% Output from the accelerometers
Here the accelerometer output vector 15 processed by the the "C"
matxix, which represents the linear combination that produces
angular and linear acceleration information. "F" stands fo~
specific forces f. ,f r , and f. and "dW" to the angular
acceleration vector, both coordlnatlzed in the body frame.
output=C*aa;
F=output(1:3)i
dW;output(4:6)i
% Barometer Input Gene~atlon
\ Altimeter Measurement and nominal trajectory simulation
If(tslm<tba)
hn=O;
xn=O;
elself( (tslm>=tba) & (tbc>=tslm)),
\ phasel
hn=.5*ba*(tsim-tba)~2*51n(theta);
xn;.5*ba*(t51m-tba)~2*cos(theta);
elseif «tslm)tbc) & (tm>~tsim)),
% phase2
hn=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(t51m-tbc)*31n(theta);
xn=( .5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tslm-tbc»*cos(theta);
e13elf (t81m>tm) & (tc>=t51m)),
\ phase 3
hnl=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tm-tbc))*51n(theta);
hn=hnltba*(tbc-tba)/wy*(cos(theta-wy*(tslm-tm»)-cos(theta»);
hn2=hn;
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xnl=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tm-tbc))*COB(theta);
xn=xnltba*(tbc-tba)/wy~(-sin(theta-wy*(tsirn-tm»tsin(theta);
xn2=xn;
e15elf«tslm>tc)&«TOLoop-t51m»le-4))
, phase4
hnl=(.5*ba*(tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tm-tbc»)*51n(theta);
hn=hnl+ba*(tbc-tba)/wy*(l-coa(theta»i
xnl=(.5*bd*,tbc-tba)~2+ba*(tbc-tba)*(tm-tbc))*co3(theta);
xn2=xnl+b~*(tbc-tba)/wY*51n(theta);
xn=xn2+ba~(tbc-tba)*(tslm-tc);
xnt=xn;
elseif«(tslrn-TOLoop»le-4)&(tslm«TOLoop+tturn»),
xn=xnt;
elseif(tslm-(TOLoop+tturn»le-4),
xn=xnttba*(tbc-tba)*(tsim-tturn-tc)i
end
hb=hn.aqrt(bwnl/deltaT)*rand(l)+hblas;
\ Simulation Phase
% Covariance Matrix Propagation
FF(l,j) and GG(l,j) now correspond to the time varying elements
of the "FW and ftG" matrices.
% The "FF" Matrix
FF(1,2)=-.5*xl(5)i FF (1,J)=-.5*xl(6)i FF (1,4)=-.5*xl(7)i
FF(1,5)=-.5*xl(2)i FF (1,6)=-.S*xl(3)i FF (1,7)=-.S*xl(4);
FF(2,1)=-FF(1,2)i FF (2,3)=-FF(1,4);FF(2,4)=FF(1,3);
FF(2,5)=.5*xl(1)i FF (2,6)=FF(l,7)i FF (2,7)=-FF(1,6)i
FF(3,1)=-FF(1,3)i FF (J,2);FF(1,4)i FF (3,4)=-FF(1,2)i
FF(3,5)=-FF(1,7)i FF (3,6)=FF(2,5)i FF (3,7)=FF(1,5)i
FF(4,l)=-FF(l,4);FF(4,2)=-FF(1,3);FF(4,3)=FF(l,2);
FF(4,5)=FF(1,6)i FF (4,6)=-FF(1,5)i FF (4,7)=FF(2,5)i
a=xl(1)i b =xl(2);c=xl(3);d=xl(4)i
FF(B,1:4) =2*Fh'*[ a b -c
FF(9,1:4) =2*Fh'*[ deb
FF(lO,1:4)=2*Fh'*{-c d -a
FF(8:10,15:11)=-Cbn i
-d; -d
ai a
bi b
c b -a; c d
-b c -d;-b -a
a d ci a -b
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a b);
de] ;
-c d J;
\ Error Dynamic Input Matrix (Variable Coefficients)
GG(8:10,1:3)=Cbn;
\ ~i5crete Cova~lance Matrix Propagation
In order to speed up the computation, the covariance matrix Is
propagated linearly between sampling times by the discrete
algorithm presented below. The propagation of the covariance
matrix is done until the GPS loss condition is simulated, which
wi 11 hapen after the coval: lance matr ix reaches steady--state.
If«tloss-tslm»le-4),
ksl=eye(FF)i
nn=8j
for kk=l:(nn-l)
ksl;eye(FF)tFF*ksl*deltaT/(nn-kktl)i
end
gamma=deltaT*k51*GG;
phi=eye(FFltFF*deltaT*kslj
PP=phi*PP*phi'+gamma*QQ*gamma'/deltaTi
end
\ Simulation Sub'-Routine
The Runge-Kutta-Fehlber9 is used to propagated the state estimate
dynamics.
to=tsim;
tf=tsimtdeltaT;
[t,xs]=ode23('ekfdynl1',tO,tf,xi)i
st;max(size(t»;
% Quaternion Normalization
xl=(xs(st,: »'ix1(1:4)=xl(1:4)/dqrt(xl(1:4)t*xl(1:4);
\ XT is the estImated position and attitude h15tory
The attitude, position and bias residual information is displayed
continuously during the simulation every four sampling times.
If(rem(jjj,4)<le-6),
El = -a~!n(2*(xl(1)*xl(3) - xl(2)*xl(4)));
Elev=El*180/pl;
Bank =- asin(2*(xl(1)*xl(2) t xl(3)*xl(4)/cos(El»*180;pl;
Heading = -asin(2*(xi(1)*xl(4) + xi(2)*xl(3»)/cos(El»*lBO/pl;
clc
EBHxyzt=[Elev Bank Heading xi(12) xl(13) xl(14) tslml
N2=': Accel., ang.accel. and alt. residual Biases';
dlsp«(Nl N2])
r e 5 =( (C ( 1 : 3, : ) *b 1a 3 -x 1 ( 1 5 : 1 ? ) ) , ; (C ( 4 : 6, : ) *b 1as - x 1 ( 18 : 20 ) ) , ; 0 0
(hblas-xl(21»)
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xn_z=(xn 0 ttO z(4) z(5) z(6)]
The position, attitude and H-2 covariance matrix no~m history is
stored at the XT matrix every four sampling tlmes~ The matrix xt
stores the nominal trajecto~y except during and after the tu~n
maneuver.
XT(:,jj)=[xi(12:14)iEleViBankiHeadinginorm(PP)Ji
xt(:,jj)=[xniO;hnJ;
jj=jjtl;
end
jjj=jjj+li
tslm=tslmtdeltaT;
\ End of propagation
end
% End of s1mulation
If(tslm>TSIM),
slm=O
end
% End of Update
erld
% Presentation
clc
Nl='Tlme of Flight In Seconds';
dlsp(Nl)
Tlme=tsim
Nl='Flnal Elevation 1n Degrees';
dlsp(Nl)
El = -asin(2*(xl(l)*xl(3) - xl(2)*xl(4));
Elev=El*180/pi
pause
clc
Nl='Flnal Bank angle 1n Deg~ee5';
disp(Nl)
Bank = as 111 ( 2 1: ( x 1 ( 1 ) *x 1 ( 2) ,t x 1 ( 3 ) *x 1 ( 4 ) ) leo 3 ( E 1 ) ) 1r 1 80 I p 1
Nl='Flnal Heading 1n Degrees';
dlsp(Nl)
Heading = -asin(2*(xl(1)*xl(4) + xl(2)*xl(3»/C05(El»*180/pl
pause
clc
Nl~ITran5formatlonMatrix C from Body to Navigation Frame';
disp(Nl)
Cbn
pause
clc
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Nl='Accelerometer Generated BlaB';
dlsp(Nl)
bias
pause
elc
Nl='BarometeI bias and its compensation';
dlsp(Nl)
hbias
hcomp=xi(21)
pause
clc
Nl='Tlme of Initialization';
dlsp(Nl)
tba
Nl='Update Time du~lng Initialization';
dlsp(Ni)
u'rI
Nl='Samplinq Time';
disp(Nl)
deltaT
pause
clc
Nl='Take-off Phase';
dlsp(Nl)
Nl~'Acceleration Time';
dlsp(Nl)
tbc-tba
pause
clc
Nl='Begln of maneuver';
dlsp(Nl)
trn
Nl='End of maneuver';
disp(Nl)
tc
pause
clc
Nl='Moment of GPS Loss';
dlsp(Nl)
TOLoop
pause
clc
Nl='Position of GPS Loss (Tu~n begins)';
dlsp(Nl)
XOL
YOL
ZOL
pause
clc
Nl='Update Time during Flight';
dlsp(Nl)
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UTe
pause
clc
Nl='Steady state Covariance Matrix ';
dlsp(Nl)
PPS5
pause
clc
Nl='Steady state Standard Deviations';
dlsp(Nl)
sdev=sqrt(diag(PPs5)')i
pause
clc
nl='Quaternion S.Dev'i
dlsp(nl)
sdev(1:4)
nl='Angular Velocity S.Dev'i
disp(nl)
sdev(5:7)
pause
clc
nl='Vel.S.Dev Nav. Frame';
dlsp(nl)
sdev(8:10)
nl='Vert.Chan.Aux.Var.S.Dev';
dis P ( 111 )
sdev(ll)
nl='Positlon S.Dev'i
dlsp(nl)
sdev(12:14)
pause
clc
n!='Accel.Blas.S.Dev'i
disp(nl)
sdev(15:11)
nl='Angular Accel. Bias S.Dev. ';
dlsp(nl)
sdev(18:20)
nl='Baro-Alt.Bias S.Dev';
dlsp(nl)
sdev(21)
pause
clc
Nl='Resldual accele~ometer bias effect';
dlsp(Nl)
Nl='Acceleratlon Residual Bias';
disp(Nl)
C(1:3,:)*bias-xl(15:17)
Nl='Ang.Accel.Resldual Bias';
dlsn(Nl)
C(4:6,:)*blas-xl(18:20)
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Nl='Resldual altimeter blas';
dlsp(Nl)
hblas-xl(21)
pause
clc
Nl='Estlmated angular velocities (Steady-State)';
disp(Nl)
xl(5:7)'
pause
clc
Nl='Flnal estimated altitude';
dlsp(Nl)
xi(14)
Nl='Flnal nominal altitude';
dlsp(Nl)
hn
Nl='Final Estimated Velocity';
disp(Nl)
xl ( 8 )
Nl='Accele~ometer White No1se IntensIty [m2/s3)';
dlsp(Nl)
awni
Nl='Barorneter White Noise Intensity [m2s)'i
dlsp(Nl)
bwni
Nl='Quaternion Dynamics Pseudonolse Intensity';
disp(Nl)
psnoise
clg
subplot(211)
plot ( XT ( 1, : ) , XT ( 3, : ) , x t ( 1, : ) , xt ( 3, : ) , , - . ' , XOL, ZOL, ' '* , )
% plot(XT(l, :),XT(3, :),xt(1,:),xt(3,:), ,-. ')
ylabel('Altitude Change (Mete~s)')
xlabel(' __simulated -.-. nominal * Open Loop')
\ xlabel(' __simulated -.-. nominal ')
tltle((' Flight Path Time of Simulation
=' ,num2str(tslm), 'Sec.'])
grid
5ubplot(212)
pI at (XT ( 1, : ) , XT ( 2, : ) , xt ( 1, : ) , xt ( 2, : ) , ' - . ' , XOL, YOL, , * , )
% P lot ( XT ( 1, : ) , XT ( 2, : ) , x t ( 1, : ) , x t ( 2, : ) , , - . ' )
ylabel('Lateral Motion Y (Hete~s)')
xlabel( 'Distance X N-Frame Axis ')
tltle([ 'Trajectory Time of Simulation =',num2str(tslm), 'Sec. I])
grid
pause
If(prt==l),
print
end
clg
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tt=11n5pace(O,t51m,max(61ze(XT)))i
pI 0 l ( t t , XT ( 4, : ) , , - • ' , t t , XT ( 5, : ) , , - - , , t t , XT ( 6, : ) )
ylabel( 'Angle 1n Deg~ees')
title('Attltude Estimate')
xlabel«( '-.Elev,--Bank,_Head, slmul. of',num2str(tslm), 'Sec.' J)
grid
pause
If(prt==l)
print
end
plot(tt,XT(7, :)
title( 'Norm of the Covariance Matrix')
xlabel('Tlme (sec.)')
grid
if(prt==l),
print
end
pause
Inlplot=l
while inlplot==l
N231;'Covariance Matrix during Initialization';
dlsp(N231)
tplot=input( 'Time in Seconds for Plot = ')
plot(tt(1:(tplot/deltaT)),XT(7,1:(tplot/deltaT)))
title('Norm of Covariance Matrix during Initialization')
x 1abe 1 ( 'T i me (5 ec. ) I )
grid
if(prt==l),
print
end
pause
inlplot=lnput('Enter 1 for new Init.Cov.Matrlx plot ')
end
The pzopagatlon of the state e3tlmates corre8ponda to the
integration of the set of differential equations as described by
the 5ubroutlne below:
% Routine EKFDYN11.M I.M.U~ DynamlcB and E.K.F propagation
\ This routine simulates the dynamics of an inertial measurement
% unit composed of twelve acceleromete~5
% as the propagation equations of the E.K.F. of the routine
\ FAIMU5a.M.
\ ThIs function will generate the derivatives to be returned to
% a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg Algorithm (ODE45.M)
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\ state E3tlmate Propagation
\ The state variable numbering will be as follows:
% ah(l) bh(2) ch(3) dh(4) wxh(5) wyh(6) wzh(7)
% vxh(B) vyh(9) vzh(lO) hah(ll) xh(12) yh(13) zh(14)
% Acceleration biases ab(15:17)
\ Angular Acceleration Biases wb(18:20)
% Altimeter Blas hb(21)
% This is function ekfdynlO.m
function xd=ekfdynll(t,x);
\ Constants
% gz=gravity(m/s2) ; kl,k2 and k3 are PIO gains for the
barometric
\ aided vertical channel;
gz=-9.80665;
kl=6e-2;k2=1.2e-3;k3=8e-6; % TIme constant~~50 sec.
% Normalization of the quaternlon
ql=x(1:4);ql=ql./sqrt(ql'*ql)jx(1:4);ql;
\ Derivatives of auaternlons
xd(l)~ -.5*(x(2)*x(5) + x(3)*x(6) + x(4)*x(7»;
xd(2)= .5*(x(1)*x(5) t x(3)*x(7) - x(4)*x(6»i
xd(3)= .5*(x(1)*x(6) + x(2)*x(7) '. x(4)*x(5»i
xd(4)= .5*(x(1)*x(7) t x(2)*x(6) - x(3)*x(5»i
% An9ula~ Velocities ~ate Estimate OynamlcB
xd(5:7)=dW-x(lB:20)i
% Calculation of Cbn Body to Navigation Frame Transformation
Matrix
Cbn(l,l)= x(1)~2 + x(2)~2 - x(3)~2 - x(4)~2;
Cbn(1,2)~ 2*(x(2)*x(3) - x(1)*x(4»;
Cbn(1,3)= 2*{x(1)*x{3) + x(2)*x(4»i
Cbn(2,1)= 2*(x(1)*x(4) + x(2)*x(3»i
Cbn(2,2)= x(1)~2 - x(2)~2 +x(3)~2 -x(4)~2;
Cbn(2,3): 2*(x(3)*x(4) - x(1)*x(2»i
Cbn(3,1)= 2*(x(4)*x(2) - x(1)*x(3»;
Cbn(3,2)::: 2*(x(1)*x(2) t x(3)~x(4);
Cbn(3,3)= x(1)~2 - x(2)~2 - x(3)~2 + x(4)"2;
\ Specific forces estimate
Fh=F-x(15:17)i
\ Derivatives of Velocltle3 Vx, Vy and VZ in Navigation
Coordinates
Vprlme = Cbn*Fh;
xd(8)= Vprlme(l);
xd(9): Vprime (2);
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xd(lO)= Vprlme(3)+ gz - k2*(x(14) - hb+x(21)) - x(11);
% Auxiliary variable for the vertical channel
xd(ll)= k3*(x(14) - hb + x(21»i
% Derivatives of Coordlnate3 X, Y and Z in Navigation Frame
xd(12)=x(8)i
xd(13)=x(9);
xd(14)=x(lO) - kl*(x(14) - hbtx(21)i
\ Generalized Bias Modelling
xd(15:21)=zeros(1,7);
The six accelerometer inertial meaSUIement unit was also
simulated in order to show the unstabillty of this system when
not receiving external aidIng through an extended Kalman filter.
The code is the routine FAIMUO.m as below:
Only the parts of the code which are specialized in the six
accelerometer I.M.U. will be presented. The parts of the code
which correspond exactly to the 12 accelerometer code will be
omitted.
\ 16.ThG Thesis
% Routine FAIMUO.m
\ SImulation of a six acceleromete~ Inertial Measurement Unit
% This routine simulates a six accelerometer Inertial Measurement
% Unit driven by white noise with bias, 3tabll1zed by d
barometrlc-
% altimeter and an Extended Kalman Fllte~ using GPS measurements.
\ It uses full state measurement
% The input for each accelerometer will be a normally d15trlbuted
\ white noise of (10 mlcro-g)2 mean squared output error, plus a
\ bias of 35 micro-g standard deviation.
format short e
\ Global variables
global Cbn hb aa dd F dW C Fh
% Lay-out of accele~ometers
dd=.5;
\ Accelerometer Output Processing Mat~ix
C=zelos(6)i
C(1,5:6)=.5*(1 IJ;C(2,1:2)=.5*11 11;C(3,3:4)=.5*11 1);
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In the Navigation Frame)
( accel. biases)
(Baro-altimeter blas)
(Quaternlon estimates)
(Angular Velocities)
(Velocities in the Navigation
C{4,3:4);.5/dd*(1 -lliC(5,5:6)=.5/dd*[l -lli C(6,1:2}=.5/dd*ll
-1);
\ Gravity
gz=9.80665i
% Vertical Channel Gains
kl=6e- 2 i k2 =1.2e-3;k3=8e- 6 i
\ Description of state Variables:
% state Estimate Dynamics:
% ah(l) bh(2) ch(3) dh(4)
\ Wxh(5) Wyh(6) Wzh(7)
% Vxh(8) Vyh(9) Vzh(lO)
Frame)
\ hah(11) xh(12) yh(13) zh(14)(Auxl11a~ Variable and Position
EstImates
%
% (dUlb)1=1:12(15:20)
\ hbias(27)
***********************************-*****************************
The part omitted is the same as in the twelve accelerometer
case.
*****************************************************************
\ Acc~lerometer Biases ;
abu=input('Accel.bias uncertainty [35e-6*gzJ')
1f lsempty(abu)
abu=35e-6*gz
end
PP(15:20,15:20)=abu~2*eye(6);
% Baro-Altimeter error bias;
*****************************************************************
The same as in the 12 accel. case.
*****************************************************************
% Constant Extended Kalman Fl1te~ Matrices
% Error Dynamic Input Covariance Matrix QQ (Initialization)
QQI1=awnl*eye(6)i
QQI2=zeros(6,1)i
QQI3=zeros(1,6);
QQI4=bwni;
QQI~(QQll QQI2iQQI3 OQI4);
% Addition of paeudo-nolBe to quaternlons dynarnlc5 and to angular
\ velocity dynamics (Flight)
aQFl=QQI;
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OQF2=zer05 (1,·1) ;
QQF3=zeros(4,7);
QQF4=psnoise*eye(4)j
QQF=[QQFl QQF2iQQF3 QQF4]i
*****************************************************************
The same as in the 12 accel. case.
***********************************************~*****************
\ Dimensioning of the FF Matrix
FF:;zeros(21)j
FF(5:7,15:20)=-C(4:6,:);
FF(lO,11)=-1;FF(lO,14)=-k2jFF(lO,21)=-k2;
FF(11,14)=k3;FF(11,21)=k3;
FF(12,8)=1;
FF(13,9)=1;
FF(14,lO)=li FF (14,14)=-kl;;FF(14,21);-k 1 i
\ Error Dynamic Input Matrix GG
% Initialization phase
GGI=zeros(21,7)j
GGI(5:7,1:6)=C(4:6, :);
GGI(lO,7)=k2;
GGI(11,7)=- k3 i
GGI(14,7)=klj
(Constant Coefficients only}
\ Flight phase
GGF=zeros(21,11)i
GGF(5:7,1:6)=C(4:6,:);
GGF(lO,7)=k2;
GGF(11,7)==-k3;
GGF(14,7)=kl;
\ Addition of pseudo-noise to quaternion and angula~
% velocity dynamics
GGF(1,8)~l;GGF(2,9)~1;GGF(3,10)=1;GGF(4,11)=1;
*****************************************************************
The same as In the 12 accel. case.
*****************************************************************
\ Accelelomete~ Input Gene~atlon
\ Specific forces simulatIon
1£ ((tslm>=tba) & (tslm<tbc»
thr=[zeros(4,1)iba*ones(2,1»)i
Nl='Boost Phase';
elseif (tsim>=tbc) & (tsim(tm»
thr=zeros(6 1);
Nl='Constant Speed Take-off';
end
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If abs(tslm-tm)<le-4
wydot=dd*[zeros(4,1)idwy*llj-l]]j
grav=[zero3(2,1);(-wy*ba*(tbc-tba)/2tgz*C05(theta»)*ones(2,1);gz*
slrl(theta)*ones(2,1) J;
Nl='Beglnning of the pitch maneuver';
disp(Nl)
pause
end
if«(tsim-tm»le-4)&«tc-tslm»le-4»,
wydot=zeros(6,1);
gl=gz*sln(theta-wy*(tslm-tm);
g3=-wy*ba*(tbc-tba)+gz*cos(theta-wy*(tslm-tm»j
g~av=(zero5(2,1)jg3*ones(2,1);gl*ones(2,1)]j
Nl~'Pitch Maneuver';
elseif(abs(tsim-tc)(le-4)
wydot=-dd*[zeros(4,1)jdwy*[l;-1));
g~av=[zeros(2,1);(-wy*ba*(tbc-tba)/2+gz)*one5(2,1);zer05(2,1»);
Nl='End of Pitch Maneuver';
disp(Nl)
pause
elseif«(tslm>tc)&«TOLoop-tsim»le--4» 1«tslm-(TOLoopttturn»>le
- 4 ) )
wydot=zeros(6,1);
grav=(zeros(2,1)igz*ones(2,1)iZeto8(2,1»);
Nl='Aided straight and level flight';
elself(abs(tslm-TOLoop)<le-4),
Nl='Beginning of the turn';
disp(Nl)
pause
wzv=wz*ba*(tbc-tba);
wzdot=[dd*dwz*ll -1] wzv/2*[1 1) 0 0)';
elself«(tslm-TOLoop»le-4)&(((TOLoopttturn)-tslm»le-4»
Nl='Turn'j
wzdot=(O 0 wzv*(l 1) OOJ'i
elseif(abs(tsim-(TOLoopttturn»<le-4),
Nl='End of the turn';
dlsp(Nl)
pause
wzdot=ldd*dwz*(-l 1) wzv/2*ll 1J 0 0)';
elself(t31m<tba),
Nl='Inltlallzatlon'i
thr=zeros(6,1)i
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grav=[zeros(2,1);gz*cos(theta)*ones(2,1);gz*sln(theta)*one3(2,1))
.,
wydot=Zer03(6,1);
wzdot=zeros(6,1);
end
% White noise generation plus blas and gravity
aa=sqrt(awnl/deltaT)*rand(6,1) tbias tthr +grav twydott· wzdot;
% Output from the accelerometers
Qutput=C*aa;
F=output(l:3);
dW=output(4:6)i
% Barometer Input Generation
*****************************************************************
The same as in the 12 accel. case.
******************w**********************************************
\ Covariance Matrix Propagation
\ The "FF" Matrix
FIt' ( 1 , 2 ) = - • 5 *xl ( 5 ) ; FF ( 1 , 3 ) = - • 5 *x 1 ( 6 ) ; FF ( 1 , 4 ) = - • 5*x 1 ( '/ ) ;
FF(l,5)=-.5*xl(2)i FF (1,6)=-.5*xl(3)i FF (1,7)=-.5*xl(4);
FF(2,1)=-FF(1,2)i FF (2,3)=-FF(1,4);FF(2,4)=FF(1,3)i
FF(2,5)=.5*xl(1);FF(2,6)=FF(1,7)i FF (2,7)=-FF(1,6)i
FF(3,1)=-FF(1,3)i FF (3,2)=FF(2,3)i FF (3,4)=-FF(1,2);
FF(3,5)=-FF(1,7)i FF (3,6)=FF(2,5);FF(3,7)=-FF(1,5)i
FF(4,1)=FF(1,4)i FF (4,2)=-FF(1,3)i
FF(4,1)=-FF(1,4)i FF (4,2)=-FF(2,4)i FF (4,3)=FF(1,2)i
FF(4,5)=FF(1,6)i FF (4,6)=-FF(1,5)i FF (4,7)=FF(2,5)i
FF(5,6)=-xl(7)i FF (5,7)=-xl(6)i
FF(6,5)=-xi(7);FF(6,7)=-xl(5);
FF(7,5)=-xl(6);FF(7,6)=-xl(5);
a=xi(1)i b =xi(2)i C =xi(3);d=xi(4);
FF(B,1:4)=2*Fh'*la b -c -d; -d c b -ai c d a b);
FF(9,1:4)=2*Fh'*[d c b aia -b c -d;-b -a deli
FF(lO,1:4)=2*Fh'*(-c d -a bib a d cia -b -c d)i
FF~8:10,15:20)=-Cbn*C(1:3,:)i
\ Error Dynamic Input Matrix (Variable Coefficients)
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GG(8:10,1:6)=-FF(8:10,15:20)i
% Discrete Covariance Matrix Propagation
*****************************************************************
The same as in the 12 accel. case.
*****************************************************************
clc
EBHxyzt=lElev Bank Heading xi(12) xi(13) xl(14) tsimJ
N2=': Accel., anq.accel. and alt. residual Biases';
disp([Nl N2])
~e5=[(C(1:3,:)*(bla5-xi(15:20»)'i(C(4:6,:)*(blas-xl(15:20») 'iO
o (hblas-xl(21))
xn_z=lxn 0 hn z(4) z(5) z(6»)
XT( :,jj)=[xl(12:14)iEleviBankiHead1nginorm(PP»);
xt(:,jj)=lxn;O;hnl;
jj=jjtl;
end
jjj=jjj t1 i
tsim=tsimtdeltaT;
% End of propagat 101\
end
****************************************************~********~***
The same as in the 12 accel. case.
*****************************************************************
end
The routIne whIch gives the set of differential equations to
the integration sub-routine represents the propagation equations
for six accelerometer inertial measurement unit as follows:
% Routine EKFDYN.M I.H.U. Dynamics and E.K.F Propagation
% This routine slmuJates the dynamics of an inertial measurement
% unit composed of s1x accelerometers driven by white noise
\ and the propagation equations of the corresponding E.K.F.
\ coded 1n the routine FAIMUO.M
\ This function will generate the derivatives to be retulned to
% a Runge-Kutta-~ehlbe[q Algorithm (ODE45.M)
\ state Estimate Propagation
\ The state variable numberln~ will be as follows:
\ ah(l) bh(2) ch(3) dh(4) wxh(5) wyh(6) "7.~,(7)
\ vxh(8) vyh(9) vzh(lO) hah(11) xh(12) yh(13) zh(14)
% Accelerometer biases ab(15:20)
\ Altimeter BIas hb(21)
\ Th13 13 function ekfdyn.m
function xd=ekfdyn(t,x)j
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\ Constants
% gz~gravity[rn/s2) ; kl,k2 and k3 are PID gains for the
barometric
\ aided vertical channel;
gz=-9.80 665 i
kl=6e-2;k2=1.2e-3;k3~8e-6; \ Time constant=~50 sec.
\ Normal17atlon of the quatelnlon
ql=x(1:4);ql=ql./sqzt(ql'*ql);x(1:4)=ql;
% Derivatives of Quaternlons
xd(l)= -.5*(x(2)*x(5) + x(3)*x(6) + x(4)*x(7»i
xd(2)= .5*(x(1)*x(5) t x(3)*x(7) - x(4)*x(6»;
xd(3); .5*<x(1)*x(6) + x(2)*x(7) + x(4)*x(5»i
xd(4)= .5*(x(1)*x(7) t x(2)*x(6) - x(3)*x(5»i
% Angular VelocitIes state Estimate Dynamics
xd(5:7)=dW-C(4:6, :)*x(15:20)-[x(6)*x(7)iX(5)·x(7)iX(5)*x(6»)i
\ Calculation of Cbn Body to Navigation Frame Transformation
Matrix
Cb n ( 1 , 1 ) = x ( 1 ) " 2 + x ( 2 ) "2 ~ x ( 3 ) "2 -- x ( 4 ) " 2 ;
Cbn(1,2)= 2*(x(2)*x() - x(1) 1r x(4»i
Cbn(1,3)= 2*(x(1)*x(3) + x(2)*x(4»;
Cbn(2,1)= 2*(x(1)*x(4) + x(2)*x(J»i
Cbn(2,2)= x(1)~2 - x(2)"2 tx(3)~2 -x(4)~2;
Cbn(2,3)= 2*(x(3)*x(4) - x(1)*x(2i);
Cbn(3,1)= 2*(x(4)*x(2) - x(1)*x(3»i
Cbn(3,2)= 2*(x(1)*x(2) + x(3)*x(4»i
Cbn(3,3)= x(1)"2 - x(2)"2 - x(3)"2 + x(4)~2;
% Specific forces estimate (in Body Coordinates)
Fh=F-C(1:3, :)*x(15:20)i
\ Derivatives of Velocities Vx, Vy and Vz in Navigat10n
Coo~dinates
Vprlme ;::: Cbn*Fh;
xd(8)= Vprlme(l);
xd(9)= Vprime (2);
xd(lO):= Vprlme(3)+ gz - k2*(x(14) .~ hb+x(21» -- x(ll);
\ Aux 111 (tr y var labl e £Ot the ver t 1ca 1 channe 1
xd(ll)= k3*(x(14) - hb + x(21»;
\ Derivatives of Coordinates X, Y and Z in Navigation F~ame
xd(12)=x(8)i
xd(13)=x(9)i
xd(14)=x(lO) - kl*(x(14) - hbtx(21»;
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\ Generalized BIas Modelling
xd(15:21)=zero5(1,7);
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Chapter 6
SIMULATION RESULTS
6.1 Simulation of the Twelve Acceleromete~ I.H.U.
The codes presented in section 5.5 display the t~ajectory of
the vehicle as calculated by the I.M.U. for 600 seconds of
simulation. A Monte-Carlo simulation would be very useful, but the
computational resources available for this wo~k were not adequate
for this job because MATLABt~ 15 an interpreted language not fast
enough for programming loops, and the PC 386 machine 15 also not
fast enough for this application.
The above mentioned facts lead to the presentation of one
typical simulation as follows.
Time of Simulation In Seconds
Time = 600.0250
Final Elevation in Degrees
Elev = 0.4386
Final Bank angle 1n Degrees
Bank = -0.0125
Final Heading in Degrees
Heading = 0.3647
-0.0080
0.0003
1.0000
0.0064
1.0000
-0.0002
Final Transformation Matrix C from Body to NavigatIon Frame
Cbn =
0.9999
-0.0064
0.0080
Accelerometer Generated Bias (m/5~
bias = I,De-03 *[0.3999 0.2152 0.0258 0.1207 -0.2391 0.5622
0.0203 0.6168 0,0906 0.2992 -0.4964 -0.24071
Baromete~ bias and its compensation (meters)
hbias = 0.0249
hcomp = 0.0249
Time of Initialization (sec.)
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tba = 120
Update Time during Initialization (sec.)
UTI = 0.1000
Update Time during Flight (sec.)
UTe = 5
sampling Time (sec.)
deltaT = 0.0250
Take-off Phase
Acceleration Time (Boost phase)
ana = 5 sec.
Begin of pitch maneuver
tm = 141 (sec.)
End of pitch maneuver
tc = 149 (sec.)
Moment of GPS Loss
tloss = 399 (sec.)
Beginning of the 360 deq. turn
TOLoop = 409 (sec.)
Duration of the turn
tturn = 60 (sec.)
Position at whIch the turn maneuver begins (metera)
XOL = 6.6466et04
YOL = -0.0312
ZOL = 4.9600e+03
steady state Covariance Matrix ( before GPS 1035)
steady state Standard Devlations
Quaternlon S.Dev
ans = 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003
Angular Velocity S.Dev (rad/sec)
ana = 1.0e-04 *(0.2137 0.2375
Vel.S.Dev In the Nav. Frame (m/s)
ans = 0.0834 0.0817 0.0592
Vert.Chan.Aux.Var.S.Dev (m/5~)
ans = 4.4666e-04
0.0036
0.4921]
Position S.Dev (meters)
ans = 2.6198 2.6819 0.6115
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Accel.Blas.S.Dev (m/3~)
ana = 1.Oe-06 *(0.8889 0.2276 0.5495)
Angular Accel. Bias S.Dev.(rad/sec 3 )
ans = 1.Oe-06 *10.1532 0.1764 0.1485)
Baro-Alt.Blas S.Dev (meters)
ans = 4.1956e-07
Residual accelerometer bias effect
Accele~ation Residual Bias (ffi!S2 )
ans = I.Oe-06 *(-0.0059 -0.2338
Ang.Accel.Resldual Bias (rad/sec Z )
ans = I.Oe-O? *[0.7659 -0.1277
Residual altimeter bias (mete~s )
ans = 3.9537e-07
0.24791
0.27741
Estimated angular velocities (Steady-State) (rad/sec)
ans = 1.Oe-04 *(0.1512 0.0262 -0.1487)
Final estimated altitude
ans = 4.9593et03 (meters)
Final nominal altitude
hn = 4.9603et03 (meters)
Accelerometer White Noise Intensity (m2/s3J
awnl = 1.9234e-ll
Barometer White Noise Intensity [rnz.sec)
bwnl = 2.0000e-ll
Quate:r n i on Dynami cs Pseudono 1se I nterlsl ty
psnolse = 1.OOOOe-09
The code 15 able to plot the e5tlmated and the nominal
trajectories as can be seen in Figure 19 . The circular path due
to the 360 deg. turn appears to be an ellipse due to the different
scales used for the X and Y axes. The asterisk indicates the point
where the GPS loss occurs meaning that f:rom that poInt on the
system receives no external aiding.
The attitude history can be seen in Figure 20 . The pitch
maneuver can be 3een at the left of the plot, where the pitch angle
goes 11 near ly fr om 60 degr ees to near zer 0 degz: ee5 . The t ur n
maneuver can be seen at the right part of the plot. The yaw angle
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goeB linearly from zero to mlnu5 90 deq., returning to plu5 90 deg.
and then to zero deg., indicating therefore a complete turn of 360
deg. This 15 due to the fact that the yaw angle' comes from a sine
functloll as below,
(152)
The roll angle remains close to zero during all the simulation
time.
The covariance mat~ix no~m plot is shown in Figure 21. This
plot shows how the covariance matrix reaches steady-state during
the flight phase and the straight line at the right side of the
plot shows the norm magnitude corresponding to the last update
before the GPS loss.
The covariance norm during initialization 15 shown 1n Figure
2 2 . The h i q h qua 1 i t Y ext erna 1 I. M. U • i n for rna t ion [' e dueesth e
uncertainty conslde:rably after ttle first update. These parameter
values were chosen in order to reduce the simulation time necessary
to obtain a good bias estimate.
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Figure 23: Aided Trajectory (12 Accelerometer I.H.U.)
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= 0.4586
= -0.0125
- 0.3647
The a5ter13k in the trajectory of F1gure 19 mark3 the poInt
where the system stops receiving exterllal aiding from the GPS
satellite system. The navigation system was then able to track a
360 degree turn at a speed of 250 meters per second, corresponding
to a circle with a diameter of 4174.65 meters executed in 60
seconds. After the turn the computed attitude was:
Final Elevation In Degrees
Final Bank angle in Degrees
Final Heading in Degrees
These deviations 1n attitude were also responsible for the
trajectory deviation after the turn. In general the bias reslduala
and the low sampling rate are the most important contributlny
factors to these deviations.
The performance during the aided phase can be better seen in
figure 23. In this Figure the estimated trajectory until the GPS
10s5 i5 presented, so that it is possible to observe the effect of
the updates correcting the position.
6.2 Simulation of the Six Accele~omete~ I.H.U.
The unstable system with six accele~ometer5 was also simulated
In order to show how it behaves when the GPS 1058 18 simulated. The
maneuver introduced a positive anguldr acceleration and
consequently a positive angular velocity along the body frame Z
axis 1n the beginning of the turn. If the angular velocity
components along the X dnd Y axes were kept zero there would be no
stability problem, but a small residue along those two axes Inay
cause Instability as can be seen in the Figure 24. The effect of
attitude instability 1s shown 1n ttle tr-ajectory computation, which
diverges from the circular path as can be seen in Figure 25.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURS RS&EARCH
7.1 Conclusions
It was pnssible to demonstrate that:
a) With twelve accelerometers or more, provided that they are
properly positi0ned in space, it is possible to obtain Ilnea~ and
angular acceleration as a linear combination of the accelerometer
outputs.
b) By using a high quality external inertial measuren,ent unit
during the Inltiall~ation it Is possible to obtaln very good
est Imates of the accelerometer biases. Other sources of
accelerometer and barometric-altimeter errors may also be included
In the model, thereby augmenting even more the number of states.
The initialization can be performed 1n a time frame of less than
five minutes depending on the nature of the vehicle mission. The
initialization procedure allows the vehicle to navigate
3uccessfully during the boost phase, in which it recelve3 no other
external aId but the barometric-altimeter.
c) During the flight phase, the external aidIng provided by
the GPS navigation system through an extended Kalman filter
improves considerably the performance of the system with updates
every 5 seconds. The twelve accelerometer I.M.U. keeps track of the
high frequency dynamics of the vehicle, while the baro-altimeter
and the GPS system track the low f~equency dynamics in terms of
speed and position.
d) After the extended Kalman filter reache5 steady-state,
meaning that the covariance matrix norm will not vary within one
percent from the steady-state solution, a GPS information loss was
simulated and the vehicle was subjected to a 360 degrees turn in
60 seconds at a tangential speed of 250 m/sec. In the 12
accelerometer I.M.U. the system was able to track this maneuver In
111
a stable way, while thIs tracking Is impossible to be performed by
a 6 accelerometer I.H.U. due to its inherent unstable behavior,
e) This InertIal navigation system Is a low cost system whIch
may be employed 1n ground vehicles and short range missiles.
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7.2 Future ReseaEch
Further wo~k should be accomplished in developing a better
integration algorithm and incorporatIng the navigation in
geographic coo~dinate5. A better integration algorithm should be
specialized to the standard form of accelerometer outputs which are
increments of integrated specific forces, AV, and thus be able to
perform the integration 1n less time within the required precision.
The navigation In geographic coordinates would allow a simulation
closer to the real application.
In o~der to perform Monte-Ca~lo simulations, the code should
be written In "C", Fortran, or other complIed language.
According to Professor W.E. Vander Velde, who first had the
insight of this system, a stable full accelerometer inertial
measurement unit can also be implemented with nine accelerometers
, and this work shows that this number can be even greater than
twelve. Considering that nowadays there are many low cost
accelerometer options, different lay-outs, ranging from 9 to, say,
48 accelerometers could also be investigated In terms of
estimation, and fault-tolerance characteristics.
The implementation of an extended Kalman fIlter in term8 of
error estimates rather than with full state estimation could also
be investigated. This would allow the system to incorporate a
guidance law at a higher sampling rate.
The laboratory setup, in the event of a plototype
construction, should have a dual-axis test table in order to
simulate the system In the one-g field, and the accelerometer
output should be transmitted directly to an on-line computing
workstation In order to allow a better software and hardware
testing.
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